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CT-2015-001 

THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

IN THE MATTER OF the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended; and 

IN THE MATTER OF an application for orders pursuant to section 74.1 of the 
Competition Act for conduct reviewable pursuant to paragraph 74.01(1)(a) and sections 
74.05 and 74.011 of the Competition Act. 

B E T W E E N : 

THE COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 

Applicant 

- and - 

AVISCAR INC., BUDGETCAR INC. / BUDGETAUTO INC., 
AVIS BUDGET GROUP, INC. and AVIS BUDGET CAR RENTAL, LLC 

Respondents 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

TAKE NOTICE THAT the Respondents will make a motion to the Competition Tribunal 

at a date, time and location as directed by the Tribunal. 

THE MOTION IS FOR THE FOLLOWING RELIEF: 

1 An Order under Rules 221(1)(a) and (f) of the Federal Courts Rules, SOR/98-106, 

striking out the April 29, 2015 Amended Notice of Application (Notice of Application) by 

the Commissioner of Competition (Commissioner) as against the Respondents Avis 
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Budget Group, Inc. (ABG) and Avis Budget Car Rental, LLC (ABCR) (collectively, the 

US Respondents), without leave to amend; 

2 In the alternative, an Order under Rule 181(2) of the Federal Courts Rules that the 

Commissioner serve and file further and better particulars of the allegation at paragraph 

11 of the Notice of Application that the US Respondents, as parent companies of the 

Respondents Aviscar Inc. (Avis Canada) and Budgetcar Inc/Budgetauto Inc. (Budget 

Canada) (collectively, the Canadian Respondents), planned, directed, and were 

ultimately essential to the making of the representations that are the subject of the 

Application; 

3 An Order extending the time for the Respondents to serve and file their response to the 

Application; 

4 The costs of this motion; and 

5 Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and the Tribunal may permit. 

 THE GROUNDS FOR THIS MOTION ARE: 

No Basis for Order Sought 

1 In the Application, the Commissioner seeks an Order under section 74.1 of the 

Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended (the Act), against each of the US 

Respondents and each of the Canadian Respondents, including, inter alia:  

(a) a declaration that each of the US Respondents is engaging in or has engaged in 

reviewable conduct contrary to paragraph 74.01(1)(a), section 74.05, and 

subsections 74.011(1) and (2) of the Act; 
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(b) an Order requiring the US Respondents, collectively, to pay an administrative 

monetary penalty in the amount of $10,000,000; and 

(c) an Order requiring the US Respondents and the Canadian Respondents to jointly 

and severally reimburse current and former customers an amount reflective of, 

but not to exceed, revenue collected and retained in association with, or resulting 

from, the reviewable conduct between 12 March 2009 and the date of the order, 

to be distributed among the persons who rented passenger vehicles from the 

Respondents or their affiliates in such a manner as this Tribunal considers 

appropriate. [emphasis added] 

2 There is no basis for the Tribunal to grant the Orders sought against either of the US 

Respondents. 

No Cause of Action 

3 The Notice of Application discloses no reasonable cause of action against the US 

Respondents. It is plain and obvious that the Application as against the US Respondents 

cannot succeed.  

4 The Notice of Application describes ABG as a publicly-traded company incorporated 

pursuant to the laws of Delaware and headquartered in New Jersey, USA. ABG is 

described as a parent company of ABCR and the Canadian Respondents.  

5 The Notice of Application describes ABCR as existing under the laws of Delaware and 

refers to it as a subsidiary of ABG and a parent company of the Canadian Respondents.  

6 Notwithstanding that the Commissioner seeks the maximum allowable administrative 

monetary penalty and other relief against the US Respondents, the Commissioner fails 
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to allege any specific conduct on the part of the US Respondents in relation to the 

alleged misrepresentations. Instead, the Notice of Application improperly aggregates the 

US Respondents with each of the Canadian Respondents by defining “Avis” as the 

combination of Avis Canada and the US Respondents and “Budget” as the combination 

of Budget Canada and the US Respondents.  The Notice of Application then ascribes 

the alleged improper conduct to these two artificial, combined entities.  

7 The only claim made specifically against the US Respondents is that, as the parent 

companies of the Canadian Respondents, they “planned and directed” the conduct of  

their indirect subsidiaries.  

8 No facts are pleaded in support of the vague and conclusory statement that the US 

Respondents “planned” or “directed”, or were “essential to the making of”, any of the 

alleged misrepresentations. As such, the pleading as against the US Respondents is 

bald. 

9 ABG, ABCR, Avis Canada and Budget Canada are all legally separate entities. In 

seeking to impose a penalty against the US Respondents for the alleged improper 

conduct of the Canadian Respondents, the Commissioner seeks to pierce the corporate 

veil between parent and subsidiary companies. No facts have been pleaded to justify 

such an extreme result. 

10 The Notice of Application further fails to disclose a basis upon which the US 

Respondents can be held liable for a breach of section 74.05 of the Act. Specifically, the 

Commissioner has not pleaded that either of the US Respondents supplied any product 

for sale or rent in Canada during the relevant period. 
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No Jurisdiction 

11 The US Respondents are incorporated and located in a foreign country. The Notice of 

Application does not plead that the US Respondents ever carried on business in Canada 

or engaged in any activity in Canada.   

12 The Notice of Application does not set out any basis on which the Act may be enforced 

extraterritorially against the US Respondents. In particular, the pleading does not set out 

any facts that would give rise to a real and substantial connection between the US 

Respondents and the alleged misrepresentations in Canada. 

13 Based on the facts pleaded, the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to grant the Orders sought as 

against the US Respondents. 

Abuse of Process 

14 On October 19, 2012, the Commissioner commenced an inquiry under section 10 of the 

Act into the marketing practices of the Canadian Respondents, and specifically into 

whether those marketing practices were contrary to paragraph 74.01(1)(a) and 

subsection 74.05  of the Act.    

15 In furtherance of his inquiry, the Commissioner sought and obtained, on an ex parte 

basis, an Order under paragraphs 11(1)(b), 11(1)(c), and subsection 11(2) of the Act 

(the Section 11 Order) against the Canadian Respondents requiring the Canadian 

Respondents to produce a broad range of documents and information relating to the 

inquiry, including not only their own documents and information, but also documents and 

information in the possession of their affiliate, ABG. 
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16 The Canadian Respondents complied with the Section 11 Order and produced to the 

Commissioner in excess of 7,400 records totalling more than 20,000 pages (the Section 

11 Productions).  

17 In light of the Commissioner’s two-year inquiry into the matters at issue and the 

Commissioner’s receipt and review of the Section 11 Productions, the Commissioner’s 

bald and groundless pleading against the US Respondents, based solely on the vague 

and conclusory allegation that they “planned and directed” the representations at issue, 

is an abuse of the Tribunal’s process.  

Alternative: Particulars 

18 In the alternative to striking out the Application as against the US Respondents, the 

Respondents seek an order under Rule 181(2) of the Federal Courts Rules that the 

Commissioner provide particulars of the conduct of the US Respondents relating to the 

alleged misrepresentations upon which to ground the Orders sought in the Application 

and to engage the jurisdiction of the Tribunal.  

19 Sections 8 and 8.1 of the Competition Tribunal Act. 

20 Rules 2(1), 5, 34(1), 36(2)(c) and 83 of the Competition Tribunal Rules. 

21 Rules 104(1)(a), 181(2) and 221(1) of the Federal Courts Rules. 

22 Such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and the Tribunal may permit. 
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THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the motion: 

1 The Affidavit of Sojourner King, sworn May 6, 2015. 

2 Such further and other documents as counsel may advise and the Tribunal may admit. 
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CT-2015-001 

THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

IN THE MATTER OF the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended; and 

IN THE MATTER OF an application for orders pursuant to section 74.1 of the 
Competition Act for conduct reviewable pursuant to paragraph 74.01(1)(a) and sections 
74.05 and 74.011 of the Competition Act. 

B E T W E E N : 

THE COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 

Applicant 

- and - 

AVISCAR INC., BUDGETCAR INC. / BUDGETAUTO INC., 
AVIS BUDGET GROUP, INC. and AVIS BUDGET CAR RENTAL, LLC 

Respondents 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

AFFIDAVIT OF SOJOURNER KING 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

I, SOJOURNER KING, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY: 

1 I am e-Discovery Counsel at the law firm of Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, lawyers 

for the Respondents, and as such have knowledge of the matters to which I hereinafter 

depose, except as otherwise noted.  To the extent that I am informed by others, I verily 

believe such information to be true. 
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2 On October 19, 2012, the Commissioner of Competition (Commissioner) commenced 

an inquiry under section 10 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (Act) into the 

marketing practices of Aviscar Inc. and Budgetcar Inc./Budgetauto Inc. (collectively, the 

Canadian Respondents). On or about September 12, 2013, the Commissioner’s inquiry 

was expanded to include a U.S. affiliate of the Canadian Respondents, Avis Budget 

Group, Inc. (ABG).  Copies of the Commissioner’s letters to the Canadian Respondents 

dated July 31, 2013 and September 12, 2013, advising of the inquiry, are included in 

Exhibit “A” to my affidavit as described in paragraph 3 hereto. 

3 On September 20, 2013, the Commissioner filed an ex parte application in the Federal 

Court for an Order pursuant to paragraphs 11(1)(b), 11(1)(c) and subsection 11(2) of the 

Act requiring the Canadian Respondents to produce certain records, including the 

records of their US affiliate, ABG, and to provide written returns of information; and such 

other orders as counsel may advise.  Attached to my affidavit as Exhibit “A” is a copy of 

the Affidavit of the Commissioner’s authorized representative, Sophie Beaulieu, sworn 

September 19, 2013 in support of the Commissioner’s application. 

4 On October 1, 2013 the Federal Court granted the Commissioner’s application and 

issued the Order (the Section 11 Order), a copy of which is attached to my affidavit as 

Exhibit “B”.   

5 The Canadian Respondents complied with the Section 11 Order and produced to the 

Commissioner in excess of 7,400 records totalling more than 20,000 pages, including 

records from their U.S. affiliate (the Section 11 Productions). 
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6 On March 11, 2015, the Commissioner served a Notice of Application against each of 

the Canadian Respondents and ABG seeking an Order under section 74.1 of the Act 

including, inter alia:  

(a) a declaration that each of the Canadian Respondents and ABG is engaging in or 

has engaged in reviewable conduct contrary to paragraph 74.01(1)(a), section 

74.05, and subsections 74.011(1) and (2) of the Act; 

(b) an Order requiring each of the Canadian Respondents and ABG to pay an 

administrative monetary penalty in the amount of $10,000,000 for a total of 

$30,000,000; and 

(c) an Order requiring the Canadian Respondents and ABG to jointly and severally 

reimburse current and former customers an amount reflective of, but not to 

exceed, revenue collected and retained in association with, or resulting from, the 

reviewable conduct between 12 March 2009 and the date of the order, to be 

distributed among the persons who rented passenger vehicles from the 

Respondents or their affiliates in such a manner as this Tribunal considers 

appropriate.  

7 On April 24, 2015, ABG advised the Commissioner that it is a holding company that 

owns subsidiaries that carry on the rental car business, and that it has and had no 

records that are responsive to the Section 11 Order. ABG advised that the Section 11 

Productions belonged to the Canadian Respondents and Avis Budget Car Rental, LLC, 

a U.S. company that is a wholly-owned indirect subsidiary of ABG and an indirect parent 

company of the Canadian Respondents. A copy of the letter (without appendix) sent to 

the Commissioner’s counsel in this regard is attached as Exhibit “C” to my affidavit. 
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8 On April 29, 2015, the Commissioner served an Amended Notice of Application adding 

Avis Budget Car Rental, LLC as a respondent to the Application. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Toronto, in the Province of ntario, on 
May 6, 2015. 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 

(pf\S-\\1'\~ M · ~\bJ 
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SOJOURNER KING 
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the Competition Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-34, as amended (the “Act”), which was heard this day at 

the Federal Court, Ottawa, Ontario; 

 

 AND UPON reading the affidavit of Sophie Beaulieu sworn on 19 September 2013 (the 

“Affidavit”); 

 

 AND UPON being satisfied that an inquiry is being made under section 10 of the Act 

relating to certain marketing practices of Aviscar Inc., Budgetcar Inc. and Avis Budget Group, 

Inc. (the “Inquiry”); 

 

 AND UPON being satisfied that Aviscar Inc. and Budgetcar Inc., which also does 

business as Budgetauto Inc. (each, a “Respondent”), have or are likely to have information that 

is relevant to the Inquiry; 

 

 AND UPON being satisfied that the Respondents’ affiliate, Avis Budget Group, Inc. 

(“Avis Budget Group”), has records relevant to the Inquiry:  

 

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that each Respondent shall produce to the Commissioner all 

records and any other things specified in this Order, in accordance with the terms of this 

Order. 

 

2. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver to 

the Commissioner all written returns of information specified in this Order, in accordance 

with the terms of this Order. 
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3. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that in order to facilitate the handling, use, and 

orderly maintenance of records and to ensure the accurate and expeditious return of 

records, other things specified in this Order and written returns of information produced 

pursuant to this Order, each Respondent shall comply with the following requirements: 

a. each Respondent shall produce records, other things and information in the 

possession, control or power of the Respondent and any of its affiliates identified 

in Schedule I of this Order; 

b. each Respondent shall make and deliver a written return of information in such 

detail as is required to disclose all facts relevant to the corresponding 

Specification in this Order; 

c. all written returns of information made by a Respondent shall be made under oath 

or solemn affirmation by a duly authorized representative of the Respondent; 

d. unless otherwise specified, each Respondent shall produce records created or 

modified during, or that concern, the period from 1 January 2009 to the date of 

issuance of this Order; and written returns of information in respect of the same 

period; 

e. a Respondent shall produce all records that are stapled or attached in any manner 

to a record that is responsive to this Order; 

f. if a portion of a record is responsive to any Specification in this Order, a 

Respondent shall produce the record in its entirety, including any covering 

records and attachments to the record; 

g. if a record is responsive to more than one Specification in this Order, a 

Respondent shall produce the record only once; 
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h. notwithstanding subparagraph 3(a), a Respondent may utilize de-duplication or 

email threading software or services to produce records pursuant to this Order if 

the Respondent identifies the proposed software or service to the satisfaction of 

the Commissioner and receives confirmation from the Commissioner that the 

Respondent may utilize that service or software; 

i. each record or thing produced by a Respondent shall be an original or a true copy 

of the original; 

j. a Respondent shall produce records in the order in which they appear in its files 

and shall not shuffle or otherwise rearrange records; 

k. a Respondent shall identify all calendars, appointment books, telephone logs, 

planners, diaries, and items of a similar nature that are produced in response to 

this Order with the name of the person or persons by whom they were used and 

the dates during which they were used; 

l. if a Respondent produces a record or makes and delivers a written return of 

information containing data that is recorded based on a period other than the 

calendar month or year, the Respondent shall identify in a written return of 

information the period used in the record or written return of information; 

m. if a record contains information that a Respondent claims is  privileged, the 

Respondent shall produce the record with the privileged information redacted and 

in accordance with paragraph 5 of this Order; 

n. each Respondent shall produce all electronic records in their original format or as 

described below: 

i. a Respondent shall produce database records as a flat file, in a non-

relational format, exported as a comma-delimited (CSV) text file; 

ii. a Respondent shall produce spreadsheets in MS Excel format; 
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iii. a Respondent shall produce word processing files in MS Word or 

searchable PDF format; 

iv. a Respondent shall produce e-mail records and attachments in a native 

email format, such as Outlook Express EML format, Outlook MSG 

format, PST format, or searchable PDF format;  

v. a Respondent shall produce map records in a MS MapPoint or MS Streets 

& Trips format; and 

in the event that a Respondent cannot deliver an electronic record in a format 

described above, the Respondent shall produce the electronic record along with 

such instructions and other materials, including software, as are necessary for the 

retrieval and use of the record; 

o. notwithstanding subparagraph 3(n), a Respondent may produce litigation 

application exports by providing a cross-reference file (e.g., CSV, Dii, or MDB 

database) and related images (e.g., single page TIFF files) and/or electronic 

records and, where available, additional field information (e.g., title, description, 

date, etc.).  Where feasible, each Respondent shall produce electronic records in 

the predefined Ringtail MDB format; 

p. each Respondent shall produce electronic records on portable storage media that 

is appropriate to the volume of data (e.g., USB drive, CD, DVD, or hard drive) 

and that shall be identified with a label describing the contents. Each Respondent 

shall produce files (e.g., native files or images or combinations of both) in batches 

of no more than 250,000 files;  

q. before producing records pursuant to this Order, and in order to facilitate receipt 

of documents in electronic format, a representative of each Respondent 

responsible for producing electronic records in accordance with subparagraphs 

3(n) to (p) of this Order shall contact François Brabant at (819) 994-5173 and 

provide particulars regarding how it will comply with subparagraphs 3(n) to (p) of 

this Order. The Respondents shall make reasonable efforts to address any 
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additional technical requirements the Commissioner may  have relating to the 

production of electronic records in accordance with subparagraphs 3(n) to (p) of 

this Order; 

r. each Respondent shall define, explain, interpret or clarify any record or written 

return of information whose meaning is not self-evident; 

s. each Respondent shall make all written returns of information, including those 

relating to revenues, costs and margins, in accordance with generally accepted 

accounting principles (“GAAP”), International Financial Reporting Standards 

(“IFRS”), or other accounting principles that the Respondent uses in its financial 

statements.  Where a Respondent produces a record or makes and delivers a 

written return of information using accounting principles other than GAAP or 

IFRS, the Respondent shall explain the meaning of all such accounting terms; 

t. use of the singular or the plural in the Schedules of this Order shall not be deemed 

a limitation, and the use of the singular shall be construed to include, where 

appropriate, the plural; and vice versa; and 

u. use of a verb in the present or past tense in the Schedules of this Order shall not 

be deemed a limitation, and the use of either the present or past tense shall be 

construed to include both the present and past tense. 

 

4. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver, in 

written returns of information, two indices in which the Respondent identifies: 

a. all records (or parts of records) that are responsive to the Specifications in 

Schedule I of this Order for which no privilege is claimed; and 

b. all records (or parts of records) that are responsive to the Specifications in 

Schedule I of this Order for which privilege is claimed. 
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The indices shall include the title of the record, the date of the record, the name of each 

author, the title or position of each author, each addressee and recipient, the title or 

position of each addressee and recipient, and the paragraphs or subparagraphs of 

Schedule I of the Order to which the record is responsive.  In lieu of listing the title or 

position of an author, addressee or recipient for each record, the Respondent may make 

and deliver a written return of information listing such persons and their titles or 

positions. 

 

5. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that where a Respondent asserts a legal privilege 

in respect of all or part of a record, the Respondent shall, in a written return of 

information: 

a. produce, for each record, a description of the privilege claimed and the factual 

basis for the claim in sufficient detail to allow the Commissioner to assess the 

validity of the claim; and 

b. identify by name, title and address, all persons to whom the record or its contents, 

or any part thereof, have been disclosed.  

Without restricting any other remedy he may seek, the Commissioner may, by written 

notice to a Respondent, at any time require the Respondent to produce records for which 

solicitor-client privilege is claimed to a person identified in subsection 19(3) of the Act.   

 

6. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver a 

written return of information confirming that the records produced pursuant to this Order 

were either in the possession of or on premises used or occupied by the Respondent or in 

the possession of an officer, agent, servant, employee or representative of the 

Respondent.  If a record produced by a Respondent pursuant to this Order does not meet 

the above conditions, the Respondent shall make and deliver a written return of 

information explaining the factual circumstances about the possession, power, control 
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and location of such record. The Respondent shall provide the same information for the 

records of its affiliate produced pursuant to this Order. 

 

7. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver a 

written return of information stating whether, upon having conducted a diligent search 

and made appropriate enquiries, it has reason to believe that the Respondent is not 

producing pursuant to this Order a record, thing, type of record or type of thing that was 

formerly in the possession, control or power of the Respondent or its affiliate identified in 

Schedule I of this Order and that the record, thing, type of record or type of thing would 

be responsive to a Specification of this Order if the Respondent or its affiliate identified 

in Schedule I of this Order had continued to have possession, control or power over the 

record, thing, type of record or type of thing.   The Respondent shall state in this written 

return of information (a) when and how the Respondent or its affiliate lost possession, 

control and power over a record, thing, type of record or type of thing; and (b) the 

Respondent’s best information about the present location of the record, thing, type of 

record or type of thing. 

 

8. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver a 

written return of information stating whether, upon having conducted a diligent search 

and made appropriate enquiries, it has reason to believe that the Respondent or its 

affiliate identified in Schedule I of this Order never had possession, control or power over 

a record, thing, type of record or type of thing responsive to a Specification in this Order, 

that another person not otherwise subject to this Order has possession, control or power 

over the record, thing, type of record or type of thing, and that the record, thing, type of 

record or type of thing would be responsive to a Specification of this Order if the 

Respondent or its affiliate identified in Schedule I of this Order possessed the record, 

thing, type of record or type of thing.  The Respondent shall state in this written return of 

information the Respondent’s best information about (a) the Specification to which the 

record, thing, type of record or type of thing is responsive, (b) the identity of the person 
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who has possession, control or power of the record, thing, type of record or type of thing, 

and (c) that person’s last known address. 

 

9. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver a 

written return of information stating whether, upon having conducted a diligent search 

and made appropriate enquiries, it has reason to believe that a record, thing, type of 

record or type of thing responsive to this Order has been destroyed and that the record, 

thing, type of record or type of thing would have been responsive to a Specification of 

this Order if it had not been destroyed.  The Respondent shall in this written return of 

information state whether the record, thing, type of record or type of thing was destroyed 

pursuant to a record destruction or retention policy, instruction or authorization and shall 

produce that policy, instruction or authorization. 

 

10. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver a 

written return of information stating whether, upon having conducted a diligent search 

and made appropriate enquiries, it has reason to believe the Respondent or its affiliate 

identified in Schedule I of this Order does not have records, things or information 

responsive to a Specification in this Order because the record, thing or information never 

existed.  The Respondent shall, upon request of the Commissioner, make and deliver a 

further written return of information explaining why the record or thing never existed. 

 

11. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that where a Respondent previously produced a 

record to the Commissioner the Respondent is not required to produce an additional copy 

of the record or thing provided that the Respondent: (1) identifies the previously 

produced record or thing to the Commissioner’s satisfaction; (2) makes and delivers a 

written return of information in which it agrees and confirms that the record was either in 

the possession of the Respondent, on premises used or occupied by the Respondent or 

was in the possession of an officer, agent, servant, employee or representative of the 
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Respondent; and where this is not the case, the Respondent shall make and deliver a 

written return of information explaining the factual circumstances about the possession, 

power, control and location of such record; and (3) receives confirmation from the 

Commissioner that such records or things need not be produced.  Where the 

Respondents’ affiliate, as identified in Schedule I, previously produced a record or thing 

to the Commissioner, the Respondent is not required to produce an additional copy of the 

record, provided that the Respondent complies with the three conditions above.  

 

12. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that where a Respondent produces records, things 

or delivers written returns of information that are, in the opinion of the Commissioner, 

adequate for the purposes of the Inquiry, the Commissioner may, by written notice, waive 

production of any additional records, things or information that would have otherwise 

been responsive to the Order. 

 

13. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that each Respondent shall make and deliver a 

written return of information that: 

a. describes the authority of the person to make the written return of information on 

behalf of the Respondent; 

b. includes a statement that, in order to comply with this Order, the person has made 

or caused to be made: 

i. a thorough and diligent search of the records and things in the  possession, 

control or power of the Respondent and any affiliate of the Respondent 

identified in Schedule I of this Order;  

ii. appropriate enquiries of the Respondent’s personnel and the personnel of 

any affiliate of the Respondent identified in Schedule I of this Order; and 
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c. includes a statement that the person believes that the Respondent has complied 

with the terms of this Order. 

 

14. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that all the requirements herein, including the 

returns of records, things and written returns of information, shall be completed within 60 

calendar days of the service of this Order, provided that the production of records and 

things and delivery of written returns of information shall be conducted on a “rolling” 

basis, with the first production of records and things and delivery of written returns of 

information taking place no later than 30 calendar days following service of this Order. 

a. each Respondent shall produce all records and things and deliver all written 

returns of information to the Commissioner at the following address: 

  Competition Bureau 

  Fair Business Practices Branch 

  Sun Life Building 

  1155 Metcalfe Street, Suite 950 

  Montréal, Québec 

  H3B 2V6 

Attention: Sophie Beaulieu, Competition Law Officer 

b. communications or inquiries regarding this Order shall be addressed to: 

Parul Shah 

Counsel 

Department of Justice 

Competition Bureau Legal Services 

50 Victoria Street 

Gatineau, Québec  

K1A 0C9 
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15. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that this Order may be served by means of 

facsimile machine, electronic mail (with acknowledgement of receipt) or registered mail 

on a duly authorized representative of the Respondents or on counsel for the Respondents 

who have agreed to accept such service. 

 

 

 

Chief Justice 
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SCHEDULE I 

 

 RECORDS TO BE PRODUCED PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 11(1)(b) AND 

SUBSECTION 11(2) OF THE COMPETITION ACT 

 

 Notice Concerning Obstruction 

Any person who in any manner impedes or prevents or attempts to impede or prevent 

any inquiry or examination under the Competition Act (the “Act”), or who destroys or 

alters or causes to be destroyed or altered any record or thing that is required to be 

produced under section 11 of the Act, may be subject to criminal prosecution for 

obstruction of justice, contempt of court or other federal criminal violations. Where a 

corporation commits such an offence, any officer, director or agent of the corporation 

who directed, authorized, assented to, acquiesced in or participated in the commission 

of the offence may also be prosecuted.  Conviction of any of these offences is 

punishable by fine or imprisonment or both. 

Relevant Period 

For the purpose of Schedule I, each Respondent shall produce records created or modified 

during, or that concern, the period from 1 January 2009 to the date of issuance of this 

Order, unless otherwise specified in this Schedule. 

Definitions 

For the purpose of Schedule I, the following definitions shall apply: 

 

“Act” means the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended; 

 

“Advertised Rental Price” means the price that is displayed or presented to consumers to 

rent a Passenger Car, excluding any Non-Optional Fees and any Customized Rental 

Products Price. It shall also exclude any price displayed or presented to consumers to rent a 

Passenger Car through a global distribution system or through any contractual affiliation 

program, including any insurance replacement, government or corporate affiliation 

programs; 

 

“and” and “or” have both conjunctive and disjunctive meanings; 

 

“any” means one or more, and is mutually interchangeable with “all” and each term 

encompasses the other; 

 

“Avis Budget Group” means Avis Budget Group, Inc., which is an affiliate of Aviscar and 

Budgetcar, and all directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives of Avis Budget 

Group, Inc.; 

 

“Aviscar” means Aviscar Inc. and all directors, officers, employees, agents and 

representatives of it; 

 

“Budgetcar” means Budgetcar Inc. (also doing business as Budgetauto Inc.)  and all 

directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives of it; 
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“Company” means Aviscar, Budgetcar or Avis Budget Group; 

 

“Complaint” means any action, proceeding, demand, allegation, complaint, or request, 

including those received from consumers, competitors, potential consumers, potential 

competitors, consumer groups, media sources, or government agencies in Canada, relating 

to the Company’s display or presentation of the overall costs to rent Passenger Cars; or to 

any Specified Price Offer; any Specified Online Price Offer; or any Non-Optional Fees; 

 

“Customized Rental Products” means any optional rental products or services consumers 

may rent or acquire with a Passenger Car, such as GPS Navigation Units, Child Safety 

Seats, Roadside Assistance, and Insurance/Coverage options; 

 

“Customized Rental Products Price” means the price that is displayed or presented to 

consumers to rent or acquire any Customized Rental Products, excluding any Advertised 

Rental Price and any Non-Optional Fees; 

 

“Distinct Specified Online Price Offer” means any Specified Online Price Offer that 

differs from another Specified Online Price Offer in any of the following respects: 

 

1) how or when the Advertised Rental Price (i.e., at what point or step in the click-

through sequence) is displayed or presented to consumers, but excluding any 

change made solely to the amount of the Advertised Rental Price;  

 

2) how or when the Customized Rental Products Price (i.e., at what point or step in 

the click-through sequence) is displayed or presented to consumers, but excluding 

any change made solely to the amount of the Customized Rental Products Price; 

 

3) how or when the Non-Optional Fees (i.e., at what point or step in the click-

through sequence) are displayed or presented to consumers, but excluding any 

change made solely to the amounts of the Non-Optional Fees; and 

 

4) the name, number, type, description of or representations concerning Non-

Optional Fees; 

 

 

“Including” means “including, but not limited to” and “include” means “includes, but is 

not limited to”; 

 

“Mobile Applications” means any software application or code created by or for the 

exclusive use of the Company or its related entities that can be transmitted or downloaded 

to a Mobile Device; 

 

“Mobile Device” means any mobile phone or other portable computing device, including 

any tablet computer, that operates using a mobile operating system, including Android, 

Blackberry OS, iOS, WebOS, and Windows Phone; 
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“Non-Optional Fees” means any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, 

excluding applicable provincial and federal sales taxes, that are added to the Advertised 

Rental Price and that consumers are required to pay to rent a Passenger Car. It shall also 

include any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, excluding applicable 

provincial and federal sales taxes, that are added to the Customized Rental Products Price 

and that consumers are required to pay to rent or acquire the Customized Rental Products. 

It shall exclude any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts charged to consumers 

to rent a Passenger Car through a global distribution system or through any contractual 

affiliation program, including any insurance replacement, government or corporate 

affiliation programs; 

 

“Online Media” means e-mail communications, the Relevant Websites, the Mobile 

Applications and other social media; 

 

“Passenger Car” or “Passenger Cars” means any vehicle(s) available for rent in Canada 

under the Avis or Budget brands. It shall exclude any cargo vans or cube trucks; 

 

“Person” or “Persons” means any natural person(s) who rent(s) a Passenger Car, 

excluding any natural person(s) who rent(s) a Passenger Car through a global distribution 

system or through any contractual affiliation program, including any insurance 

replacement, government or corporate affiliation programs; 

 

“Record” has the meaning ascribed to it in subsection 2(1) of the Competition Act, and for 

greater certainty includes PIN-to-PIN messages, but unless indicated otherwise, shall 

exclude voicemail or other voice recordings, drafts and duplicates of Records other than 

where notations are made on a Record; 

 

“Relating to” means in whole or in part constituting, containing, concerning, discussing, 

describing, analyzing, identifying, stating, or referring; 

 

“Relevant Websites” means any of the following websites: www.avis.ca, www.budget.ca, 

www.avis.com and www.budget.com;  

 

“Senior Officer” means the chairperson, president, chief executive officer, vice-president, 

secretary, treasurer, chief financial officer, chief operating officer, general manager, 

managing director, or director of a unit, or any individual who performs their functions 

within the Company; 

 

“Specified Online Price Offer” means any representation made by the Company on 

Online Media that contains an Advertised Rental Price. For greater certainty, it shall 

exclude any representations made exclusively for loyalty programs, such as Air Miles and 

Aeroplan; and  

 

“Specified Price Offer” means any representation made by the Company on any medium, 

other than on Online Media, that contains an Advertised Rental Price. For greater certainty, 
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it shall exclude any representations made exclusively for loyalty programs, such as Air 

Miles and Aeroplan. 

 

 

 

 

Specifications 

 

1. Provide a copy, in both French and English where applicable, of the following: 

 

a. each Specified Price Offer. A Respondent need not provide copies of identical 

Specified Price Offers made in the same medium (e.g., where identical Specified 

Price Offers appear in different newspapers, the Respondent may provide a copy 

of that Specified Price Offer as it appears in one of the newspapers); and 

 

b. each Distinct  Specified Online Price Offer. The copies shall include any 

associated screenshots, icons, hyperlinks and text descriptions for the entire click-

through sequence, order or progression a consumer follows during the reservation 

process to rent a Passenger Car, including any aspects of the sequence, order or 

progression that appear before any Advertised Rental Price is displayed or 

presented to consumers and any aspects of the sequence, order or progression that 

are associated with any Advertised Rental Price, Customized Rental Products, 

Customized Rental Products Price, or Non-Optional Fees.  

 

2. For all Specified Price Offers and Specified Online Price Offers, provide all Records 

relating to: 

 

a. creating, developing, displaying, placing, presenting, reviewing, modifying, 

approving or monitoring the Specified Price Offers and Specified Online Price 

Offers, but excluding Records referring exclusively to changes made to the 

amount of the Advertised Rental Price that is displayed or presented to 

consumers; 

 

b. how the Specified Price Offers and Specified Online Price Offers are targeted to 

or selected for consumers;  

 

c. the expected or actual effects of the Specified Price Offers and Specified Online 

Price Offers on the consumer’s experience, behaviour and decision to rent a car; 

and 

 

d. the expected or actual effects of the Specified Price Offers and Specified Online 

Price Offers on the Company’s revenues and the volume of Passenger Cars rented 

by consumers. 

 

This Specification is not limited to those Specified Online Price Offers and Specified 

Price Offers for which copies were provided in Specification 1. 
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3. Provide all Records relating to the various ways in which the Company displays or 

presents the overall costs to rent Passenger Cars to consumers, including the overall costs 

for Customized Rental Products, and all Records relating to why the overall costs are so 

displayed or presented to consumers, including: 

 

a. all Records relating to the strategic or business justification for the various ways 

in which the Company displays or presents the overall costs to rent Passenger 

Cars to consumers;  

 

b. all Records relating to other possible options for displaying or presenting the 

foregoing that the Company considered and all Records relating to why it did not 

adopt these other options; 

 

c. all Records relating to how the Company’s various ways of displaying or 

presenting the overall costs to rent Passenger Cars are targeted to or selected for 

consumers; 

 

d. all directives, policies, guidelines, scripts and training manuals relating to the 

various ways in which the Company presents the overall costs to rent Passenger 

Cars by phone and in person; 

 

e. all Records relating to the Company’s display or presentation of the overall costs 

to rent Passenger Cars and its expected or actual effects on the consumer’s 

experience, behaviour, and decision to rent a Passenger Car; and 

 

f. all Records relating to the Company’s display or presentation of the overall costs 

to rent Passenger Cars and its expected or actual effects on the Company’s 

revenues and volume of Passenger Cars rented by consumers. 

 

4. Provide all Records relating to (i) the various ways in which the Company displays or 

presents the overall costs to consumers to rent Passenger Cars on the Relevant Websites 

and (ii) the various ways in which the overall costs are displayed or presented to 

consumers on the following additional websites: www.avis.com.au; www.avis.co.uk.; 

www.budget.com.au; and www.budget.co.uk, including all Records relating to why such 

charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, excluding applicable sales taxes are so 

displayed or presented to consumers on these additional websites. 

 

5. For all Non-Optional Fees, provide all Records, created or modified, or that concern, the 

period from 1 January 2008 to the date of the issuance of this Order, relating to: 

 

a. naming, creating, developing, displaying, placing, presenting, translating from 

English to French (or vice versa), reviewing, modifying, approving or monitoring 

any Non-Optional Fees, including all Records relating to why the Non-Optional 

Fee is charged to consumers, including the strategic or business justification for 

the Non-Optional Fee;  
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b. naming, creating, developing, displaying, placing, presenting or approving any 

potential charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, excluding applicable 

provincial and federal taxes; 

 

c. the use or contemplated use of any descriptions, definitions and representations 

relating to Non-Optional Fees, including any actual or contemplated disclaimers; 

 

d. how the rates associated with each of the Non-Optional Fees are calculated, 

including all Records relating to any changes to the rates charged to consumers 

for each of the Non-Optional Fees and any reasons for those changes; 

 

e. any obligations pursuant to which the Company pays or remits to an entity or 

individual some or all of any Non-Optional Fees it collects from consumers, 

including any contracts, and any amendments made thereto;   

 

f. how any of the Non-Optional Fees is targeted to or selected for consumers; 

 

g. the expected or actual effects of excluding any Non-Optional Fees from the initial 

price displayed or presented to consumers to rent a Passenger Car on (i) the 

consumer’s experience, behaviour and decision to rent a car; and (ii) the 

Company’s revenues and the volume of Passenger Cars rented by consumers; and 

 

h. the expected or actual effects of the name, display or presentation of any of the 

Non-Optional Fees on (i) the consumer’s experience, behaviour and decision to 

rent a car and (ii) the Company’s revenues and the volume of Passenger Cars 

rented by consumers. 

 

6. Provide all Records, created or modified, or that concern, the period from 1 January 2008 

to the date of the issuance of this Order, relating to the various ways in which the 

Company’s competitors display or present the overall costs to rent vehicles in Canada, 

including: 

 

a. all Records relating to how and why the Company’s competitors name, create, 

develop, display, place, present, translate from English to French (or vice versa), 

review, modify, approve, monitor, calculate or justify any charges, surcharges, 

fees, taxes or other amounts, excluding applicable provincial and federal sales 

taxes, that they charge to consumers to rent a vehicle in Canada; and  

 

b. all Records relating to why the Company’s competitors do not charge any specific 

charges, surcharges, fees or taxes or other amounts, excluding applicable 

provincial and federal sales taxes, to consumers to rent a vehicle in Canada. 

 

7. Provide all Complaints and all Records relating to such Complaints and, where 

applicable, their resolution. 
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8. Provide all memoranda, reports, studies, surveys, analyses, presentations, strategic, 

marketing and business plans, evaluations, recommendations, directives, policies, 

guidelines and customer service scripts relating to refunds, rebates or credits for any 

Specified Price Offers, Specified Online Price Offers and Non-Optional Fees. 

 

9. Provide all memoranda, reports, studies, surveys, analyses, presentations, strategic, 

marketing and business plans, evaluations, recommendations, directives, policies, and 

guidelines prepared or received by a Senior Officer relating to the consumer’s experience, 

behaviour, and decision to rent a Passenger Car on Online Media, including traffic 

analysis, reservation analysis, clickstream analysis, click-through rates, conversion rates, 

trended graphs, and all Omniture reports and Google Analytics reports. 

 

10. Provide all the Company’s Record retention and destruction policies and guidelines, 

including any amendments made to those policies and guidelines. 

 

 

 

[Remainder of the page intentionally left blank] 
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SCHEDULE II 

 

WRITTEN RETURNS OF INFORMATION TO BE MADE AND DELIVERED 

PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 11(1)(c) OF THE COMPETITION ACT 

 

 Notice Concerning Obstruction 

Any person who in any manner impedes or prevents or attempts to impede or prevent 

any inquiry or examination under the Competition Act (the “Act”), or who destroys or 

alters or causes to be destroyed or altered any record or thing that is required to be 

produced under section 11 of the Act, may be subject to criminal prosecution for 

obstruction of justice, contempt of court or other federal criminal violations. Where a 

corporation commits such an offence, any officer, director or agent of the corporation 

who directed, authorized, assented to, acquiesced in or participated in the commission 

of the offence may also be prosecuted.  Conviction of any of these offences is 

punishable by fine or imprisonment or both. 

Relevant Period 

For the purpose of Schedule II, each Respondent shall make and deliver written returns of 

information for the period from 1 January 2009 to the date of issuance of this Order, unless 

otherwise specified in this Schedule.  

Definitions 

For the purpose of Schedule II, the following definitions shall apply: 

 

“Act” means the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended; 

 

“Advertised Rental Price” means the price that is displayed or presented to consumers to 

rent a Passenger Car, excluding any Non-Optional Fees and any Customized Rental 

Products Price. It shall also exclude any price displayed or presented to consumers to rent a 

Passenger Car through a global distribution system or through any contractual affiliation 

program, including any insurance replacement, government or corporate affiliation 

programs; 

 

“and” and “or” have both conjunctive and disjunctive meanings; 

 

“any” means one or more, and is mutually interchangeable with “all” and each term 

encompasses the other; 

 

“Avis Budget Group” means Avis Budget Group, Inc., which is an affiliate of Aviscar and 

Budgetcar, and all directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives of Avis Budget 

Group, Inc.; 

 

“Aviscar” means Aviscar Inc. and all directors, officers, employees, agents and 

representatives of it; 

 

“Budgetcar” means Budgetcar Inc. (also doing business as Budgetauto Inc.)  and all 

directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives of it; 
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“Company” means Aviscar, Budgetcar or Avis Budget Group; 

 

“Complaint” means any action, proceeding, demand, allegation, complaint, or request, 

including those received from consumers, competitors, potential consumers, potential 

competitors, consumer groups, media sources, or government agencies in Canada, relating 

to the Company’s display or presentation of the overall costs to rent Passenger Cars; or to 

any Specified Price Offer; any Specified Online Price Offer; or any Non-Optional Fees; 

 

“Customized Rental Products” means any optional rental products or services consumers 

may rent or acquire with a Passenger Car, such as GPS Navigation Units, Child Safety 

Seats, Roadside Assistance, and Insurance/Coverage options; 

 

“Customized Rental Products Price” means the price that is displayed or presented to 

consumers to rent or acquire any Customized Rental Products, excluding any Advertised 

Rental Price and any Non-Optional Fees; 

 

“Distinct Specified Online Price Offer” means any Specified Online Price Offer that 

differs from another Specified Online Price Offer in any of the following respects: 

 

1) how or when the Advertised Rental Price (i.e., at what point or step in the click-

through sequence) is displayed or presented to consumers, but excluding any 

change made solely to the amount of the Advertised Rental Price;  

 

2) how or when the Customized Rental Products Price (i.e., at what point or step in 

the click-through sequence) is displayed or presented to consumers, but excluding 

any change made solely to the amount of the Customized Rental Products Price; 

 

3) how or when the Non-Optional Fees (i.e., at what point or step in the click-

through sequence) are displayed or presented to consumers, but excluding any 

change made solely to the amounts of the Non-Optional Fees; and 

 

4) the name, number, type, description of or representations concerning Non-

Optional Fees; 

 

“Including” means “including, but not limited to” and “include” means “includes, but is 

not limited to”; 

 

“Mobile Applications” means any software application or code created by or for the 

exclusive use of the Company or its related entities that can be transmitted or downloaded 

to a Mobile Device; 

 

“Mobile Device” means any mobile phone or other portable computing device, including 

any tablet computer, that operates using a mobile operating system, including Android, 

Blackberry OS, iOS, WebOS, and Windows Phone; 
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“Non-Optional Fees” means any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, 

excluding applicable provincial and federal sales taxes, that are added to the Advertised 

Rental Price and that consumers are required to pay to rent a Passenger Car. It shall also 

include any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, excluding applicable 

provincial and federal sales taxes, that are added to the Customized Rental Products Price 

and that consumers are required to pay to rent or acquire the Customized Rental Products. 

It shall exclude any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts charged to consumers 

to rent a Passenger Car through a global distribution system or through any contractual 

affiliation program, including any insurance replacement, government or corporate 

affiliation programs; 

 

“Online Media” means e-mail communications, the Relevant Websites, the Mobile 

Applications and other social media; 

 

“Passenger Car” or “Passenger Cars” means any vehicle(s) available for rent in Canada 

under the Avis or Budget brands. It shall exclude any cargo vans or cube trucks; 

 

“Person” or “Persons” means any natural person(s) who rent(s) a Passenger Car, 

excluding any natural person(s) who rent(s) a Passenger Car through a global distribution 

system or through any contractual affiliation program, including any insurance 

replacement, government or corporate affiliation programs; 

 

“Record” has the meaning ascribed to it in subsection 2(1) of the Competition Act, and for 

greater certainty includes PIN-to-PIN messages, but unless indicated otherwise, shall 

exclude voicemail or other voice recordings, drafts and duplicates of Records other than 

where notations are made on a Record; 

 

“Relating to” means in whole or in part constituting, containing, concerning, discussing, 

describing, analyzing, identifying, stating, or referring; 

 

“Relevant Websites” means any of the following websites: www.avis.ca, www.budget.ca, 

www.avis.com and www.budget.com;  

 

“Selected Locations” means the following locations: Montreal Pierre Elliott Trudeau 

Airport (YUL); Toronto Pearson Airport (YYZ); Metcalfe Street, Montréal, QC, H3B 2V5; 

161 Bay Street, Toronto, ON, M5J 2S1; and 895 de la Gauchetière Ouest, Montréal, QC, 

H3B 4G1; 

 

“Senior Officer” means the chairperson, president, chief executive officer, vice-president, 

secretary, treasurer, chief financial officer, chief operating officer, general manager, 

managing director, or director of a unit, or any individual who performs their functions 

within the Company; 

 

“Specified Online Price Offer” means any representation made by the Company on 

Online Media that contains an Advertised Rental Price. For greater certainty, it shall 
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exclude any representations made exclusively for loyalty programs, such as Air Miles and 

Aeroplan; and  

 

“Specified Price Offer” means any representation made by the Company on any medium, 

other than on Online Media, that contains an Advertised Rental Price. For greater certainty, 

it shall exclude any representations made exclusively for loyalty programs, such as Air 

Miles and Aeroplan. 

 

Specifications 

 

1. Provide the following information: the names, titles, roles and responsibilities of all 

Senior Officers and employees of the Company involved with advertising, marketing 

(including online marketing), sales, and pricing of Passenger Cars; with managing the 

Relevant Websites and the Mobile Applications; and with handling Complaints; and all 

Senior Officers of Avis Budget Group with responsibility for Canada. Provide the direct 

and indirect reporting structure within the Company for all the individuals named in 

response to this Specification. 

 

2. List all websites through which consumers can rent Passenger Cars, excluding websites 

of third parties that also allow consumers to rent vehicles in Canada under brands other 

than the Avis or Budget brands (such as Expedia, Hotwire and Travelocity). 

 

3. For each Specified Price Offer provided in response to Schedule I, Specification I, 

provide the following information: 

 

a. the coupon code, rate code, offer code, or similar tracking code, where available; 

 

b. the dates when each Specified Price Offer was first and, where applicable, last 

displayed or presented to consumers; 

 

c. the number of times and the dates when each Specified Price Offer was displayed 

or presented to consumers;  

 

d. the medium where each Specified Price Offer was displayed or presented to 

consumers; and list all sources (i.e., all magazines, newspapers, etc.) where an 

identical Specified Price Offer was made and the number of times and dates when 

an identical Specified Price Offer was displayed or presented to consumers in 

those sources; 

 

e. the names and rates for each of the Non-Optional Fees associated with each 

Specified Price Offer; and where applicable, specify each of the Non-Optional 

Fees associated with the Customized Rental Products Price; 

 

f. a description of how each Specified Price Offer is targeted to or selected for 

consumers; and 
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g. the number of Persons who rented Passenger Cars further to each Specified Price 

Offer, and the proportion of those Persons who paid one or more Non-Optional 

Fees; and the number of Persons who rented Passenger Cars further to each 

identical Specified Price Offer, and the proportion of those Persons who paid one 

or more Non-Optional Fees; 

 

4. For each Distinct Specified Online Price Offer provided in response to Schedule I, 

Specification 1, provide the following information: 

 

a. the coupon code, rate code, offer code, or similar tracking code, where available; 

 

b. the dates when each Distinct Specified Online Price Offer was first and, where 

applicable, last displayed or presented to consumers; 

 

c. the number of times and the dates when each Distinct Specified Online Price 

Offer was displayed or presented to consumers;  

 

d. the medium (and where applicable the URL address) where each Distinct 

Specified Online Price Offer was displayed or presented to consumers; 

 

e. the names and rates for each of the Non-Optional Fees associated with each 

Distinct Specified Online Price Offer; and where applicable, specify each of the 

Non-Optional Fees associated with the Customized Rental Products Price; 

 

f. a description of how each Distinct Specified Online Price Offer is targeted to or 

selected for consumers; and 

 

g. the number of Persons who rented Passenger Cars further to each Distinct 

Specified Online Price Offer; and the proportion of those Persons who paid one or 

more Non-Optional Fees..  

 

5. Describe the entire click-through sequence, order or progression that a consumer 

follows during the reservation process where an Advertised Rental Price is displayed or 

presented to consumers on the Relevant Websites and the Mobile Applications, 

including the following: 

 

a. how and when (i.e. at what point or step in the click-through sequence) the 

Advertised Rental Price is displayed or presented to consumers during the 

reservation process; 

 

b. how and when (i.e. at what point or step in the click-through sequence) the 

Customized Rental Products Price is displayed or presented to consumers during 

the reservation process; and 
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c. how and when (i.e. at what point or step in the click-through sequence) the Non-

Optional Fees are displayed or presented to consumers during the reservation 

process.  

 

6. Describe and explain how the Company’s display or presentation of the overall costs to 

rent a Passenger Car is targeted to or selected for consumers.  

 

7. Separately, for each of the Relevant Websites and Mobile Applications, specify the date 

when the Company first displayed or presented the overall costs to rent a Passenger Car 

by displaying or presenting an Advertised Rental Price and any Non-Optional Fees 

during the reservation process. 

 

8. List (in English and French where applicable) all the Non-Optional Fees charged to 

consumers from 1 January 2008 to the date of the issuance of this Order and provide the 

following information: 

 

a. define and describe each Non-Optional Fee listed and any representations relating 

to the Non-Optional Fees; 

 

b. describe all changes made to the definition, description or purpose of the Non-

Optional Fee and to any representations relating to the Non-Optional Fee and 

explain all the reasons why any such changes were made;  

 

c. specify the date when each Non-Optional Fee was first and, where applicable, last 

displayed or presented to consumers; 

 

d. explain all the reasons why the Non-Optional Fee was introduced and where 

applicable all the reasons why it was discontinued; 

 

e. for those Non-Optional Fees displayed or presented as taxes, recovery fees, or by 

reference to any province, territory or to Canada, explain all the reasons why they 

are named, displayed or presented as such; and 

 

f. for the rates associated with each of the Non-Optional Fees:  

 

i. specify all the rates (whether expressed in dollars or percentages) that 

have been and are charged to consumers for the Non-Optional Fees;   

 

ii. specify the time period when each rate was in effect;  

 

iii. describe and explain how the rates were and are calculated;  

 

iv. describe and explain all changes made to the way in which the rates were 

and are calculated, and explain all the reasons why those changes were 

made; 
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v. specify the geographic area in Canada where each rate was and is in 

effect;  

 

vi. specify the portion of the rates that were and are paid to any third party or 

third parties and the names of those third parties; 

 

vii. describe and explain why a portion of the rates was and is paid to the third 

parties identified in (vi); and 

 

viii. describe all changes made to the portion of the rates that were and are paid 

to the third parties identified in (vi), and explain why those changes were 

made. 

 

9. Explain all the reasons why the Company excludes Non-Optional Fees from the initial 

price represented to consumers to rent a Passenger Car on Online Media and, where 

applicable, any other media, and explain what other possible options the Company 

considered for displaying or presenting the overall costs to rent a Passenger Car to 

consumers and why it did not adopt those other options. 

 

10. Explain all the reasons why the Company excludes or excluded Non-Optional Fees from 

the initial price represented to consumers to rent or acquire any Customized Rental 

Products on Online Media and, where applicable, any other media. Describe and explain 

all the reasons for any changes made to the way in which the Company displays or 

presents the overall costs to rent or acquire Customized Rental Products on Online 

Media and, where applicable, any other media. Specify when any such changes were 

made. 

 

11. Describe and explain all the factors, including their relative importance, that the 

Company has considered and does consider when making and approving decisions 

relating to displaying or presenting the overall costs to rent a Passenger Car, including 

the overall costs to rent or acquire Customized Rental Products. Specify the identities of 

those individuals within the Company who were or are involved in the making and 

approving of these decisions and explain their roles and responsibilities in the decision-

making process. 

 

12. Describe and explain all the factors, including their relative importance, that the 

Company has considered and does consider when making and approving decisions 

relating to naming, creating, developing, displaying, placing, presenting, modifying and 

translating from English to French (or vice versa) any potential or existing Non-

Optional Fees. Specify the identities of those individuals within the Company who were 

or are involved in the making and approving of these decisions and explain their roles 

and responsibilities in the decision-making process. 

 

13. Advise if the Company has examined or analyzed the following in any way:  
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a. whether excluding any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, 

excluding applicable provincial and federal sales taxes, from the initial price 

represented to consumers to rent a Passenger Car; or 

 

b. whether the way in which Non-Optional Fees are named, displayed or presented 

to consumers 

 

affects the consumer’s experience, behaviour or decision to rent a car. If so, describe 

and explain what information the Company has considered and does consider to assess 

the foregoing and any results of this examination or analysis, including any actions that 

the Company may have taken further to such examination or analysis. 

 

14. Advise if the Company has examined or analyzed the following in any way: 

 

a. whether excluding any charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts, 

excluding applicable provincial and federal sales taxes, from the initial price 

represented to consumers to rent a Passenger Car; or  

 

b. whether the way in which Non-Optional Fees are named, displayed or presented 

to consumers 

 

affects the Company’s revenues and volume of Passenger Cars rented by consumers. If 

so, describe and explain what information the Company has considered and does 

consider to assess the foregoing and any results of this examination or analysis, 

including any actions that the Company may have taken further to such examination or 

analysis. 

 

15. Advise if the Company has examined or analyzed the following in any way:  

 

a. the various ways in which the Company displays or presents the overall costs for 

consumers to rent Passenger Cars and the way in which same is done (i) by the 

Company’s competitors; or (ii) on additional websites through which consumers 

may rent cars exclusively under the Avis or Budget brands, including on the 

following additional websites: www.avis.com.au; www.avis.co.uk; 

www.budget.com.au; and www.budget.co.uk; or 

 

b. the various ways in which the Company names, creates, develops, displays, 

presents, translates from English to French (or vice versa), reviews, modifies, 

approves, justifies or calculates any Non-Optional Fees and the way in which 

same is done (i) by the Company’s competitors; or (ii) on additional websites 

through which consumers may rent cars exclusively under the Avis or Budget 

brands, including on the following additional websites: www.avis.com.au; 

www.avis.co.uk; www.budget.com.au; and www.budget.co.uk. 

 

If so, describe and explain the nature and purposes of this examination or analysis and 

any results of this examination or analysis, including describing and explaining any 
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differences between the Company’s approach and its competitors’ approach and the 

Company’s approach to the foregoing on its Relevant Websites and the approach 

adopted on the additional websites noted above; and any actions relating to Non-

Optional Fees the Company may have taken further to such examination or analysis.  

 

16. Identify, describe and explain all the actual effects on the consumer’s experience, 

behaviour or decision to rent a car (i) of excluding Non-Optional Fees from the initial 

price represented to consumers to rent a Passenger Car, and (ii) of naming, displaying or 

presenting each of the Non-Optional Fees. 

 

17. Identify, describe and explain all the actual effects on the Company’s revenues and the 

volume of Passenger Cars rented by consumers (i) of excluding Non-Optional Fees 

from the initial price represented to consumers to rent a Passenger Car, and (ii) of 

naming, displaying, or presenting each of the Non-Optional Fees. 

 

18. Advise if the Company has examined or analyzed whether any Specified Price Offer or 

Specified Online Price Offer:  

 

a. is affecting or has affected the Company’s revenues and volume of Passenger 

Cars rented by consumers; or 

 

b. is affecting or has affected the consumer’s experience, behaviour or decision to 

rent a car. 

 

If so, describe and explain what information the Company has considered and does 

consider to assess the foregoing and any results of this examination or analysis, 

including any actions that the Company may have taken further to such examination or 

analysis.  

 

19. Advise if the Company has examined or analyzed how consumers respond to price 

representations, icons, hyperlinks, text descriptions and disclaimers made on Online 

Media, including examining or analyzing when in the reservation process a consumer 

decides to discontinue or pursue his or her reservation. If so, describe and explain what 

information the Company has considered and does consider to assess the foregoing and 

any results of this examination or analysis, including any actions that the Company may 

have taken further to such examination or analysis. 

 

20. Separately, for each of the Relevant Websites and Mobile Applications, provide the 

following information: 

 

a. on a quarterly basis, the Advertised Rental Price that was displayed or presented 

to consumers for the longest period of time for a compact class passenger car and 

for each of the Selected Locations;  

 

b. the dates when the Advertised Rental Price in (a) were displayed or presented to 

consumers; 
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c. the names and rates associated with each of the Non-Optional Fees that are 

associated with the Advertised Rental Price identified in (a);  

 

d. the number of Persons who rented a compact class passenger car at the Advertised 

Rental Price identified in (a); and the proportion of those Persons who paid one or 

more Non-Optional Fees; 

 

e. the total amount of dollars charged to Persons who have rented Passenger Cars 

through each Relevant Website and each of the Mobile Applications, in the 

aggregate and on a monthly basis, excluding any provincial and federal sales 

taxes; and, where applicable, state the total amount of dollars charged to Persons, 

on a monthly basis, excluding any provincial and federal sales taxes, for each 

code listed in response to Specification 3(a) and 4(a); 

 

f. for the amount stated in Specification 20(e), break down the total amount of 

dollars charged for: 

 

i. time and mileage; 

 

ii. each Non-Optional Fee listed in response to Specification 8, where 

applicable; 

 

iii. Customized Rental Products; and 

 

iv. any other charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts and the names 

of these charges, surcharges, fees, taxes or other amounts; 

 

g. For the amount stated in Specification 20(f)(ii), the total amount of dollars paid to 

any third party or third parties and the names of those third parties; and 

 

h. The total amount of refunds, rebates or credits paid in relation to Complaints, on a 

monthly basis, to Persons who booked through any of the Relevant Websites and 

any of the Mobile Applications. 

 

21. Identify, describe and explain all the circumstances in which the Company creates 

Records relating to Complaints. Advise whether the Company creates Records relating 

to all Complaints or only certain Complaints. If the Company records only certain 

Complaints describe and explain all the reasons for this policy or practice. 
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22. Describe the Company’s Record retention and destruction policies, guidelines and 

practices, including any amendments made thereto, in effect from 1 January 2008 to the 

date of the issuance of this Order. Specify the dates when the Record retention and 

destruction policies and guidelines came into effect; and, if applicable, when they were 

discontinued. 

 

 

 

 

 

[Remainder of the page intentionally left blank] 
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April 24, 2015

2DOCSTOR: 5169209\1

3 The persons identified as employees of Avis Budget Group, Inc. in response to Specification 1 of 
Schedule II of the Order are in fact employees of Avis Budget Car Rental, LLC.  See Appendix A for a 
revised response to Specification 1.

For your information, Avis Budget Car Rental, LLC is a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of 
Delaware, headquartered at 6 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, New Jersey, United States of America. Avis Budget Car 
Rental, LLC, is a wholly-owned indirect subsidiary of Avis Budget Group, Inc. and an indirect parent company of 
Aviscar Inc. and Budgetcar Inc., the two Canadian respondents.

We trust this is satisfactory, however if you have any questions regarding the foregoing, please do not hesitate to 
contact us.  

Yours very truly,

Kevin Ackhurst
Partner

KA/mdg

CC: R. Muhs, Avis Budget Group Inc. 
M. Brown, Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
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 Court File No.  CT-2015-001 

THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

 
THE COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 

Applicant 

- and - 

AVISCAR INC. et al. 

Respondents 

  

AFFIDAVIT OF SOJOURNER KING 

 

  

 NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP 
Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower 
Suite 3800, 200 Bay Street 
P.O. Box 84 
Toronto, Ontario  M5J 2Z4 
 
D. Michael Brown   LSUC #: 38985U 
Tel: 416.216.3962 
Kevin Ackhurst  LSUC#:41806E 
Tel: 416.216.3993 
Christine Kilby   LSUC #:54323C 
Tel: 416.216.1921 
Fax: 416.216.3930 
 
Lawyers for the Respondents 
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CT -2015-001 

THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

IN THE MATTER OF the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended; and 

IN THE MATTER OF an application for orders pursuant to section 74.1 of the 
Competition Act for conduct reviewable pursuant to paragraph 74.01(1)(a) and sections 
7 4.05 and 7 4.011 of the Competition Act. 

BETWEEN: 
COM PETITION TRIBUNAL 

TRIBUNAL DE LA CONCURRENCE 

FILED I PRODUIT 

CT-2015-001 
March 11,2015 
Jos LaRose for I pour 

REGISTRAR I REGJSTRAIRE 

THE COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 

-and-
OITAWA,ONT I # 1 

L__ ____ ---L.. _ _ ____,AVISCAR INC., BUDGETCAR INC./ BUDGETAUTO INC. 
and AVIS BUDGET GROUP, INC. 

I hereby certify this to be a true copy of the 
original document/ 
Je certifie par Ia presente que ceci est une copie 
conforme au document original 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION 

Applicant 

Respondents 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commissioner of Competition (the "Commissioner") will make 

an application to the Competition Tribunal (the "Tribunal") for an order pursuant to 

section 74.1 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the "Act"), as amended, in 

respect of conduct reviewable pursuant to paragraph 74.01(1)(a), section 74.05 and 

subsections 74.011 (1) and (2) of the Act. 

AND TAKE NOTICE that the Commissioner relies on the following Statement of the 

Grounds and Material Facts for this application. 
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TO: AVISCAR INC. 

AND TO: 

1 Convair Drive E. 
Etobicoke, Ontario 
M9W6Z9 
Canada 

BUDGETCAR INC. I BUDGET AUTO INC. 
1 Convair Drive E. 
Etobicoke, Ontario 
M9W 6Z9 
Canada 

AND TO: AVIS BUDGET GROUP, INC. 
6 Sylvan Way 
Parsippany, New Jersey 
07054 
United States of America 
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APPLICATION 

1. The Commissioner makes this application pursuant to section 7 4.1 of the Act 

for: 

(a) a declaration that each Respondent is engaging in or has engaged in 

reviewable conduct, contrary to paragraph 74.01(1)(a), section 74.05 and 

subsections 74.011(1) and (2) of the Act; 

(b) an order prohibiting each Respondent from engaging in the reviewable 

conduct or substantially similar reviewable conduct, in Canada, for a 

period of ten years from the date of such order; 

(c) an order requiring each Respondent to publish or otherwise disseminate 

notices of the determinations made herein pursuant to paragraph 

7 4.1 ( 1 )(b) of the Act, in such manner and at such times as the 

Commissioner may advise and this Tribunal shall permit; 

(d) an order requiring each Respondent to pay an administrative monetary 

penalty in the amount of $1 0,000,000; 

(e) an order requiring the Respondents to jointly and severally reimburse 

current and former customers an amount reflective of, but not to exceed, 

revenue collected and retained in association with, or resulting from, the 

reviewable conduct between 12 March 2009 and the date of the order, to 

be distributed among the persons who rented passenger vehicles from the 

Respondents or their affiliates in such a manner as this Tribunal considers 

appropriate; 

(f) costs; and 

(g) such further and other relief as the Commissioner may advise and this 

Tribunal may permit. 
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I. OVERVIEW 

2. The Respondents - among the largest rental car companies carrying on 

business in Canada - are engaging in deceptive marketing practices. They 

have made, and are continuing to make, representations to the public that are 

false or misleading in a material respect about the price consumers must pay to 

rent their passenger vehicles and associated products in Canada. They do so 

at the expense of Canadian consumers to promote their passenger vehicles 

rentals, their associated products and their business interests more generally. 

3. As described below, the Respondents promote their products to the public at 

prices or discounts that are not in fact attainable. The Respondents' 

representations create the general impression that consumers can rent their 

cars and associated products for less than what the Respondents actually 

charge. The Respondents' representations are false or misleading in a material 

respect because the Respondents require consumers to pay additional Non

Optional Fees (defined below). The Respondents further represent these Non

Optional Fees (when they ultimately do reveal them) as taxes, surcharges 

and/or fees that rental car companies are required to collect from consumers, 

notwithstanding that it is the Respondents themselves who choose to impose 

these Non-Optional Fees on consumers to recoup part of their own cost of 

doing business. 

4. The Respondents' Non-Optional Fees increase the cost of a rental by up to 

approximately 35%, depending on the rental location and type of vehicle. 

5. The Respondents' false or misleading representations pervade their extensive 

marketing to the public, examples of which are particularized below. The 

Respondents however make various substantially similar false or misleading 

representations in a variety of media that are not limited to the representations 

particularized below. 
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6. The Commissioner brings this application to stop the Respondents' deceptive 

marketing practices and to remedy the harm these practices have caused to 

Canadian consumers. 

II. THE PARTIES 

7. The Commissioner is an officer appointed by the Governor in Council under 

section 7 of the Act and is responsible for the administration and enforcement of 

the Act. 

8. The Respondents Aviscar Inc. and Budgetcar lnc./Budgetauto Inc. are private 

corporations organized and existing under the laws of Canada, with head 

offices in Etobicoke, Ontario. Aviscar Inc. and Budgetcar Inc. operate a car 

rental services business throughout Canada. 

9. The Respondent Avis Budget Group, Inc. ("Avis Budget Group") is a publicly

traded company organized and existing under the laws of Delaware. Avis 

Budget Group and its licensees operate the Avis and Budget brands of rental 

cars in approximately 175 countries throughout the world. Avis Budget Group is 

tbe parent company of Aviscar Inc. and Budgetcar lnc./Budgetauto Inc., and in 

this capacity, planned, directed and was, ultimately, essential to the making of 

the representations that are subject to this application. 

10. The Respondents Aviscar Inc. and Avis Budget Group are collectively referred 

to hereafter as Avis. The Respondents Budgetcar lnc./Budgetauto Inc. and 

Avis Budget Group are collectively referred to hereafter as Budget. 

Ill. THE RESPONDENTS' FALSE OR MISLEADING REPRESENTATIONS 

A. Respondents Promote their Products to the Public at Prices or Discounts 
that are not Attainable 

11. The Respondents' representations create the general impression that 

consumers can rent passenger vehicles and associated products at prices or 

discounts that the Respondents represent. 
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12. Consumers cannot, however, rent passenger vehicles and associated products 

from Avis and Budget at the prices Avis and Budget represent. Consumers 

instead pay higher prices or receive lower discounts than the Respondents' 

representations convey. 

13. Consumers pay higher prices or receive lower discounts than the Respondents 

represent because the Respondents require consumers to pay extra non

optional fees to rent passenger vehicles and associated products from them 

(the "Non-Optional Fees"). 

14. For rentals under the Avis brand, Avis has chosen to impose various Non

Optional Fees. Avis has chosen to charge consumers for an increasing variety 

of Non-Optional Fees, including the following: 

English Fran~ais Introduced by 
Avis 

Concession Recovery Fee Frais de redevance 1998 
aeroportuaire 

Premium Location Surtaxe emplacement de 1998 
Surcharge prestige 

Vehicle License Fee Frais d'immatriculation du 2001 
vehicule 

AC Excise Tax Taxe d'accise sur Ia 2001 
climatisation 

Energy Recovery Fee Frais de recuperation 2008 
d'energie 

Tire Management Fee Taxe de mise au rebut des 2008 
pneumatiques 

Parking Surcharge Surtaxe stationnement 2008 

Ontario Environmental Fee Taxe environnementale de 2009 
I' Ontario 
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15. Avis also requires consumers to pay other Non-Optional Fees, such as "Other 

Fees" or "Autres frais". 

16. For rentals under the Budget brand, Budget has chosen to impose various Non

Optional Fees on its customers, which have also increased in number over 

time, including the following: 

English Fran~ais Introduced by 
Budget 

Concession Recovery Frais de redevance 1998 
aeroportuaire 

Car Tax Frais d'immatriculation des 2001 
vehicles 

Energy Recovery Fee Frais de recuperation 2008 
d'energie 

Tire Management Fee Taxe de mise au rebut des 2008 
pneumatiques 

Ont Environ Fee Taxe environnementale de 2009 
!'Ontario 

17. Budget also mandates other Non-Optional Fees on its customers, such as 

"Fees" or "Frais supplementaires". 

18. The Non-Optional Fees Avis and Budget charge for passenger vehicles and 

associated products are known to the Respondents at the time they make their 

price or discount representations to the public. The Respondents nevertheless 

exclude these Non-Optional Fees from the representations they make to 

promote their rental cars, associated products and business interests. 

19. The Respondents' Non-Optional Fees increase the cost of a rental by up to 

approximately 35%, depending on the rental location and type of vehicle. 
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B. Respondents Represent Non-Optional Fees as Mandated by Third Parties 

20. In addition, when the Respondents ultimately do reveal their Non-Optional 

Fees, their representations are themselves false or misleading in a material 

respect. 

21. The Respondents' representations create the general impression that their Non

Optional Fees are taxes, surcharges or fees that governments and authorized 

agencies require rental car companies to collect from consumers. 

22. The Non-Optional Fees are not charges that governments and authorized 

agencies require rental car companies to collect from consumers. Instead, they 

are charges the Respondents themselves choose to impose on consumers to 

recoup part of their own cost of doing business. 

IV. Examples of the Respondents' False or Misleading Representations 

23. The dates, places and media in which the Respondents have made such false 

or misleading representations to the public are known to them. They have 

made these false or misleading representations to the public since 1997 or 

thereabouts and continue to make them. 

24. The places and media include representations the Respondents make on their 

print advertisements, websites, mobile applications, commercials and through 

other means. 

25. Examples of the Respondents' false or misleading representations are set out 

below. 

A. Examples of the Respondents' False or Misleading Avis Representations 

(i) Example of False or Misleading Newspaper Ad 

26. Avis displays prices and percentage discounts in newspaper advertisements 

that are not attainable. For example, Avis placed the following advertisement in 
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the Toronto Metro Newspaper on or about 8 March 2011, 22 March 2011 and 5 

April 2011. The representation conveys the general impression that it is 

possible for a consumer to obtain a 2-Day Weekend Rental for $55 and 

additional days for $21 per day. 

aeroplan 

For details and to reserve visit 
avls.ca/metro 

or call1 BOO TRY-AVIS 
(879-2847) 

Must quote AWD # H900200 
and Coupon# MCAAD09 

•ronns & Condltlons apptJ. Ibtos c;uotod aro YO!Id """ cull-co<r!;IGCI or toi"CIDCl c:a~ Special rates Dim ll\'lllablo on nl::·slza 
con (P'O"l' C). Olfors Vlllld at cll·llllllcNIIOCa!lons In tho GTA Utll1l .lone 19, 2011 . BID:Itout porklm I~ ply. 
c2011 Aotocal. tnc. AU Righi! ~ •Am b a r<9lstcrod llacle.....,k llconscd to Avloc:>r, lnc. for uoa In Can:o:ID. 
•AI:nlt lan b a te~~lslzlred lrll4tm:a.rk ol Aefopliln Cal:lda InC. 

27. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is not 

possible for a consumer to obtain a 2-Day Weekend Rental for $55 or obtain 

additional days for $21 per day. Avis instead requires consumers to pay 

additional Non-Optional Fees that increase the cost of the rental above the price 

Avis represents. 
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(ii) Example of False or Misleading Promotional Flyer 

28. Avis displays prices and percentage discounts in its promotional flyers that are 

not attainable. For example, Avis mailed the following postcard to Edmonton 

residents in September 2009. The representation conveys the general 

impression that it is possible for a consumer who joins the Avis Weekender 

Club to rent a car for $14.99 per weekend day. 

Join the Avis Weekender Club and you can enjoy many exciting benefits, 
Including FREE membership, discounts on applicable weekend and weekly 
rentals, 3-day weekend rental rewards ... and more! 

To get you on your way to earning your tree weekend reward, 
take advantage of this special rate: 

Minimum 3 day weeke n<l rnnt.al 
Compact car 

Unlimited kilometres 
Olher car groups available 

Ask lor rate code: XBI ~1:!~ 
~See Terms and Condil ions on rovcrsc side. 

AVIS 

Reserve today! 
780-448-0066 

10235101 Street, Edmonton, AB. 
avis.ca 

week:; AVIS 

29. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is not 

possible for a consumer to rent a car for $14.99 per weekend day. Avis instead 

requires consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees that increase the cost 

of the rental above the price Avis represents. 
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30. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect for an additional 

reason. The fine print on the back of Avis ' postcard states: "All taxes (including 

Airport Concession and Air Conditioning Excise Tax), Vehicle License Recovery 

Fee, surcharges, optional items (such as LOW) and refuelling are additional ... " 

[emphasis added]. This statement conveys the general impression that Avis ' 

Non-Optional Fees are taxes, fees or surcharges that rental car companies are 

required to collect from consumers. 

AVIS 
We try harder with: 
• where2'" GPS Navigahon available with 

any vehicle rental· 

• FREE XM satellite Radio in select GM vehicles 

• FREE enrollment In the Avis Weekender Club 

• No more lost receipts! Avis e-Recelpt, our 
paperless alternative to rental receipts 
Customers can receive an electronic 
receipt directly In their inbox 

• AeropJan<' Members can 
earn 250 Aeroplan Miles 

Torma ond CondiUona: Valid at Am downtown tocat:on only- t0235 tOt 
Slroot Edmonton. 118, 15.1 3E9 on a Compact (group B) vanlclo Other car 
groups ovalab't Special rates ore valid only on 1 minimum 3 day IVBOkend 
and maximum 4 day wekenr! rental Weet:and rent.ll penod begins Thursday 
and car musl be rtlurned by Mondiv 11 59 a m Of higher rate may apply An 
lltlncl ra&omlloo 11 requlrlll. Moy not be used In conjunction wlln any 
other coupon. pJorrotlan or oiler l S.IUidiiY olglll loep II raqtlrad 
Veh cl<s ano subject to avallablfity at lime ot rental Renter must meet Am 

addHional daly surcllarve may aP!IIY lor lllnlefl Jnr!er 25 years old Alltnes 
(induding Airport concess1on and AJr candrtionino h:Cl~~ T.u:). Vehtcte 
License Recovery ree, surcl1arces. 
apttonal Items (such as LOW) and 
reiUl!llng are ad:l!llanal. Offer subject to 

and may nol be available on some rates 11 
some limos OHer may not be available 
during holldoy and olher blackout por~ <ls 

Offer exp!ras 12115109 
We try _ 
harder. 

C 200!tAomcJI' lnc..A1rRIQt"lthcstn.'td C$1 RcQistetcdftDtm.&RIIansed&ooW:sar l"'"lllfust ln ~GI 

ekllllbn. ls 1 ret;Glt'ed ~at Aaopbn C.!Wl "'- • A..-dl!il E: pm~c:pn.ng lc:r.ions tor 111 ~~ tian,ll I~ 

31 . The fine print on the back of Avis' postcard is false or misleading in a material 

respect. Avis' Non-Optional Fees are not taxes, fees or surcharges that rental 

car companies are required to collect from consumers. Rather, Avis' Non

Optional Fees are charges that Avis itself chooses to impose on consumers to 

recoup part of its own cost of doing business. 
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(iii) Example of False or Misleading Website Representations 

32. Avis displays prices and percentage discounts on its websites that are not 

attainable. For example, the following representations appeared on an Avis 

website on or about 5 June 2012. Avis' representation conveys the general 

impression that it is possible for consumers to rent a car for $19.99 per 

weekend day or save 35% on their rental. 

PD;-,JJ!I!!perweelcand~ 

wMn ~ 1:1 Ec:=cctf or Ccr.Qut 
cathlll•pal'lc:QI~US CJII.dlor 

Dfter'fltJd~l1 2012 Pwe!'kiR.eoor,enbc.atol 

p 

33. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is not 

possible for a consumer to rent a car for $19.99 per weekend day or save 35% 

on his or her rental. Avis instead requires consumers to pay additional Non

Optional Fees that increase the cost of the rental above the price Avis 

represents. 
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34. Avis' representation about the prices and percentage discounts on its websites 

are also false or misleading in a material respect for an additional reason. As 

set out in the example below from on or about 5 June 2012, Avis' representation 

conveys the general impression that its Non-Optional Fees are taxes and 

surcharges that rental car companies are required to collect from consumers . 

___ F5}S 't X ltr v~,...., I ~ · 

e- · 1D L>e""""" (\" Ia>'- • e .... ~·· ~- ~ ....,- " 
_. - .. - ... ~ ... -. ,..... ' AV/Scanada. ,,....--=-~-""······ .. <··-··- -

STEP 0 fJ 0 0 : PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

AUTAL OPUOIIS 

D fuel Servtce Option lf iO) tPra nclnd.lded11EikN!ed Tc;tal) 

Pr.srd'lue • f\olllan!.oltll in Nvanc• will no~ fDI' ref"~ on l"tVn 

0 Chllds.tetysnts 

PROnCTtOIIS I COVf.MGEI 

Estimated ToU.I 

bill:. lliHitate: t • I 

~m -- Sun:tlarve ISJ;.o~CAD 

- sa•~=v ~23days £1'1ft?! 

~et)'f~) 

~iO per Coy( .... Ccnc!tO!WI9Exc:Ce Ta• t 

(Upb,St tSpe...64f(V~lc:et"Oefec 1 

SQ 15perdayiOtflnvFH-

15 fi l%~l.ocMdnSUfdlatft l 

Tot 1)QOO%) lA11 CAD 

PtoledklnsiCOYerlge11 11'11 ~ \Dtalincrruinkx:lllions.. Thh taxis nDIIOnected In the 
bUm~~tcd Totlil 8rld wll be ~ted~ rM time at rent.!. Elaloe Rate ond Charges 

.......... 
2_!,98 CAD 

0 lpnna ... .,..Y't<ml\rMI 

Q flras!t, t ! .As;t:9Cfpttur1p !p.IJ) 

D f'mi:r'• !fl!!=dJP!!piH:rm(!:lfPI 

)7GSCAD~O. 
Rate AWes: 

:::::~: ~"""""!!!!i!,.!!!,,,.!i!!.'!ll!w...,!!!!!.,!'-----"""1~ 
,...,.._ Eotlmotad Total 

35. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect as it is Avis that 

chooses to impose these Non-Optional Fees on consumers to recoup part of its 

own cost of doing business. 
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36. Further, Avis' representation set out at paragraph 34 above is false or 

misleading in a material respect for two additional reasons. First, Avis' 

representation conveys the general impression that it is possible for a consumer 

to rent a GPS Navigation Unit for $14.95 per day and/or obtain additional 

protections/coverages for daily rates that Avis specifies on its webpage. 

0 GPS~ 
0 fuetSerkeOpHon (f SOI {Pnc!!ncl~ft~Trte. , 

Pwehase I Utatlt CIVAII'Iiti!V.v\Ce WI:'! no lloH!S lorr.f\.-elon re"..ln 

0 Child Safety Seats 

Prot~lloluiCO'ICraves 1re autJiecl to tu in cert.tnloc.ations Tllis ta is nac reftecled In the 
Estlmatedlotal.w:iwlllbe calc~ It the ttme of r11nraL 

0 ,_. "mtri ~ro.,l"!!j'! rfA':' 

D ""'r~" rrsme«.~ 
..... rr. rt KjC¥ blytVL! wn 

stlm:~ted Tot.ll ~ -~ ... ~ · , ~ • , 

....... , .. "'CAll 
so &S per day n\lli ..... .A 23 da}o'S EMrm' .__,.,M 
~7Ci*di'II'""C...,.._.E.IrOM1u. 

(Lpt::nl1.Sperdl:y(Vtlwcle~fff 

t i,MCAD 

I..!' CAD 

37. Avis' representation set out at paragraph 36 (and 34) above is false or 

misleading in a material respect. It is not possible for a consumer to rent a GPS 

Navigation Unit for $14.95 per day from an airport location and/or obtain 

additional protections/coverages for rates that Avis specifies. A consumer 

would instead have to pay higher prices than Avis represents because Avis 

requires consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees to rent or obtain these 

associated products. 
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38. Second , Avis' representation set out at paragraph 36 (and 34) above conveys 

the general impression that governments require rental companies to collect 

taxes from consumers who obtain additional protections/coverages from certain 

locations. Avis states "Protections/Coverages are subject to tax in certain 

locations. This tax is not reflected in the Estimated Total and will be calculated 

at the time of rental" [emphasis added]. 

STEP 

~~UrAL cwnou 

0 GPI~ !,f,95c:.D~Oay 

0 Fuetlef'llk•Opllon(fSOJ {Pneol'ldfiC~I\fslr.l&',rHcf.ll) 

P.oo'Cl"'oHe 1 fultaN ol~tlooo~'tanc:.Wf'IIIOI'IoHdfof ,.ro.lllllanret;~m 

I"ROTtCTtONS I CDVfRAGU 

Est.mated Ta t.;l 

Dill ·-AIU:o1 .s.J(•l 
,_ & Surdwges; 

PtolectkJnaJCOY•ngH ••• aubtf:tl lota•lncertak't kluUans Thia ta Is out ~Udwtthe 
E&titnltod fo~and wWI becakulalltd at the lima ol rentli. 

0 ern~ · •ttm• nnq ih.!t 

0 PttJtr• f !Jp;fnt:sin(!R! 

0~ 

39. Avis ' representation is false or misleading in a material respect. Governments 

do not require rental car companies to collect additional taxes from consumers 

who obtain additional protections/coverages from certain locations. Avis rather 

chooses to charge consumers additional Non-Optional Fees at these locations 

to recoup part of its own cost of doing business. 

40. Avis also increases the price of its protections/coverages by charging 

consumers Non-Optional Fees. Avis chooses to do so to recoup part of its own 

cost of doing business. 
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(iv) Example of False or Misleading Mobile Application Representations 

41. Avis displays prices on its mobile applications that are not attainable. For 

example, the following representation appeared on Avis' mobile application on 

or about 3 December 2012 . Avis' representation conveys the general 

impression that it is possible for a consumer to rent a small to full size vehicle 

for $57.99. 

Last Name 

Wizard Number 

Avis Worldwide 
DISCOUnt 

Coupon Code 

Small to Full Size 

Luxury & 

Last Name 

W1zard Number 

AWD 

Coupon Code 

f rom 72.99 CAD 

42. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is not 

possible for a consumer to rent a small to full size vehicle for $57.99. A 

consumer would instead have to pay higher prices than Avis represents 

because Avis requires consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees. 
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43. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect for an additional 

reason. Avis' representation conveys the general impression that rental car 

companies are required to collect additional taxes and fees. 

Mobile Number Mobile Number 

• .. • ., I 

Base Rate 57.99 CAD 

Options 0.00 CAD 

Taxes & Fees 26.48 CAD 

Estimated Total 84.47 CAD 

44. Avis ' representation is false or misleading in a material respect. Rental car 

companies are not required to collect additional taxes and fees from 

consumers. Avis rather chooses to charge consumers additional Non-Optional 

Fees to recoup part of its own cost of doing business. 
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(v) Example of False or Misleading Oral Representations 

45. Avis orally represents prices that are not attainable. For example, in June 2011, 

the following on-hold script ran across all Canadian Avis locations (excluding 

Winnipeg and Ottawa). The representation conveys the general impression that 

it is possible for a consumer to rent a FIAT 500 for $55 per day: 

Rent the NEW, fuel-efficient FIAT 500 at Avis today and earn 
Bonus Aeroplan Miles! Rent the FIAT 500 from $55 per day and 
receive 500 Bonus Aeroplan Miles. Applicable coupon number and 
AWD number must be quoted. Visit avis.ca or ask your Avis 
representative for more details. [Emphasis added] 

46. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is not 

possible for a consumer to rent the FIAT 500 for $55 per day. Avis instead 

requires consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees that increase the cost 

of the rental above the price Avis represents. 

(vi) Examples of False or Misleading Customer Service Scripts 

47. Avis makes representations to its customers who seek an explanation of their 

total rental charges. In form emails sent to its customers, Avis represents that 

the government and other authorized agencies mandate all rental companies, 

including Avis, to collect the Non-Optional Fees from customers. Avis states: 

Please be aware that in addition to the base car rental rate 
customers are required to pay taxes, surcharges, and other 
rental related fees, which are mandated by the government 
and other authorized agencies. All rental companies, including 
Avis, must collect them in order to continue to provide the 
appropriate services to our customers. [Emphasis added] 

48. Avis' representation is false or misleading in a material respect. Governments 

and other authorized agencies do not mandate all rental companies, including 

Avis, to collect Non-Optional Fees from their customers. Avis instead chooses 

to impose these Non-Optional Fees on its customers to recoup part of its own 

cost of doing business. 
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(vii) Example of False or Misleading Subject Matter Information and Electronic 
Message 

49. Avis sends or causes to be sent false or misleading electronic messages. The 

subject matter information for these messages is false or misleading. The 

electronic messages themselves are also false or misleading in a material 

respect. For example, on 26 August 2014, Avis sent or caused to be sent the 

following electronic message. The subject matter information and the 

electronic message itself conveys the general impression that it is possible for 

a consumer to save up to 25% off his or her next weekend rental. 

Subject: Valued Customer, relaxation that's more rewarding. Up to 25" off. 
Date: Tue, 26 Aug 2014 08:07:44 .()6()() 

Ug lA U% pft I wu trnd rHJlJl. 
Troublevtewfng?~ 

Plta.se do not reply t:. thl.s emall Submtt qut5bons or comments t£.t1 Add Az:· tCr ett ! nM ta yow Addten 
Book 

50. The subject matter information for the electronic message is false or misleading. 

Avis does not apply the discount to its Non-Optional Fees or the total cost of the 

weekend rental. Accordingly, it is not possible for a consumer to obtain up to 

25% off a weekend rental. A consumer must instead pay more to obtain a 

weekend rental than Avis represents. The electronic message is itself false or 

misleading in a material respect for the same reason. 
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Respondents' False or Misleading 

(i) Example of False or Misleading Newspaper Ad 

Budget 

51 . Budget displays prices and percentage discounts in newspaper advertisements 

that are not attainable. For example, Budget placed the following advertisement 

in the Toronto Metro Newspaper eight times in April and May, 2013. The 

representation conveys the general impression that it is possible for a consumer 

to rent a sub-compact vehicle for $19.95 per weekend day. 

Sub-compact veh icle 

$1995/weekend days· 

Explore Toronto or plan a weekend getaway. 
Rent for 2 days or more and enjoy big savings 
when you use BCD # 0601800. 

Visit budget.ca or call 1 800 268-8900 .,.-Budget" 

bra &~,-, l'~~l$'a~!lf,..."f'll1l.X.Il111'=1Sf!Wrl0,1~1l•>o:'*fol'.-;~.utr'O'I.udCI!AJ!rtll~l.:::larp ts 'JliLttO,._I_,.C aiJ~.l) 
Qlnl=d"""am;lll~lt~Af'fct11;1~gl.I;~OJ•4 11ud''*"'f*'ll.#t'"t~'.IJit~.ad.\liiiii;T'CflllC,lcql•~d.,..t.'fi•ll~.~t.rlftw!:jdb•,.klto.lrill!l.d 
t!Ml~~trriCS'NJ"'ifJ~htk'1'1.'1:1tt't11r'nct•le"dlccar lllnft"!ll~itotn1Ci'lt,;tt~-.ns•l.th.-rllll.,.~4 ~atlllp.:a::t wl' -hllll:lrt 
c.~t:!f · "Cr~drilhr!. tr.l:n11VIIIIf!l~f11f!.dttti~Oftl~ ,.,_no.-ftt"ntllll:n,.,..,.,a.t:"AIIIC!Ji:ot·-4t•t""u1'DofJ'>'n'u~' _...n,rn 
•Uinlto!:'I»JI~.rll'lfJr;w1'-lt!SlCIU~11(Ulillr.!tCifJGitM,'Mi!llila."'ltfo!:l'm'J'Ftt,tLihr;ercqrc~tmllltiCt.rb.l') f llt!r'.a:)t'5 Jol ft'h.. l'Yifli:bu l ~~} 
•ai~~I'R'ItlAn5thC.&1Wfl!ll:fT~:l:;tr~ala·uft~. 
Ulflktpiii'IM. II ll~•fr.mlill 'N¥k•~·.rtl::.-=_.,.l"t=rrillll~•h.br1"4i•C.~ 
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52. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is 

not possible for a consumer to rent a sub-compact vehicle for $19.95 per 

weekend day. Budget instead requires consumers to pay additional Non

Optional Fees that increase the cost of the rental above the price Budget 

represents. 

53. Budget's representation set out at paragraph 51 above is false or misleading in 

a material respect for an additional reason. The fine print on the bottom of 

Budget's advertisement states: "In Toronto all taxes (including Airport 

Concession and Air Conditioning Excise Tax, Vehicle License Recovery Fee, 

surcharges and optional items are additional)" [emphasis added]. The fine 

print conveys the general impression Budget's Non-Optional Fees are taxes the 

government requires rental companies to collect from consumers. 

Sub-compact vehicle 

$1995/weekend days· 

Explore Toronto or plan a weekend getaway. 
Rent for 2 days or more and enjoy big savings 
when you use BCD# 0601 BOO. 

Visit budget.ca or call 1 800 268-8900 Ill"'" Budget" 
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54. The fine print on the bottom of Budget's advertisement is false or misleading in 

a material respect as Budget's Non-Optional Fees, such as its Airport 

Concession and Air Conditioning Excise Tax and Vehicle License Recovery 

Fee, are not taxes the government requires rental companies to collect from 

consumers. Budget's Non-Optional Fees are charges that Budget itself 

chooses to impose on consumers to recoup part of its own cost of doing 

business. 

(ii) Example of False or Misleading Website Representations 

55. Budget displays prices and percentage discounts on its websites that are not 

attainable. For example, the following representation appeared on a Budget 

website on or about 25 April 2012 . Budget's representation conveys the 

general impression that it is possible for a consumer to rent a car for $19 a 

weekend day, $149 a week on a midsize vehicle or save 35% on their rental. 

-~~----------JC 8 ,,. X 1 11' v·o~u·~"l IP· 
Mcmnier ~~ • to · ~· ~· ~ At:te • .. 

Pay Now 3 .... 5o/c 19. 
and SAVE 0 

- "-
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56. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect. It is not 

possible for a consumer to rent a car for for $19 a weekend day, $149 a week 

on a midsize vehicle or save 35% on their rental. Budget instead requires 

consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees that increase the cost of the 

rental above the price Budget represents. 

57. Budget's representation about the prices and percentage discounts on its 

website are also false or misleading in a material respect for an additional 

reason. As set out in the example below from on or about 25 April 2012, 

Budget's representation conveys the general impression that rental companies 

are required to collect additional taxes and fees from consumers. 

Easy to use GPS M'l'lg4tlon 
Gannnwr.eta2 .. ~dur u.yck'K!brl• 
only W,IS CADIINs nmal aa.k.til 

c=iii::;~ ~lfl)'oW~frn-~rfW'!t..l ~~~~ 
Saferyseats 
Kee;l,yovrti:b ute 
t l,OOCAD~rmta~n.~ 

~ lnl.m ~toddler roi3' DOMtef" 

loss o.rtlfJOII wamw- (ltJ\1111 
fll'oteas)'0¥1few•Nn9M•CI:Ibl 
H.JSCA~ :::a.J!:S 

0 H''"'"~Ior,our,.nUtl ' 

Personal A&ddenllnsunlnc.e (PAl) 

A.ddtDial protedlolt r::w you and '"' P"attl(ltn 
l .tt CADiday i!:SIII.il!IJ 

Roodslde Safetylkt 
Unexpecttd~?A~ce •M b'leWrf' 

I,M CAQ..'thil Rnml~ 

~ I• not 6ndudcd In JUUI' r ..... rn.Uon tatll Ge1 p ew!Mg matke1 
fuel .-.toendPII't'•trentlltin'le. r:a..E:fll 

58. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect as it is 

Budget that chooses to impose its Non-Optional Fees on consumers to recoup 

part of its own cost of doing business. 
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59. Further, Budget's representation set out at paragraph 57 above is false or 

misleading for an additional reason. Budget's representation conveys the 

general impression that it is possible for consumers to obtain options such as a 

GPS navigation unit for $14.95, a child safety seat for $13, a loss damage 

waiver for $25.95 per day, personal accident insurance for $7.99 per day and/or 

roadside safety assistance for $6.99. 

t: rent your car tod.sy l lludect Wmd.lWS Internet hplorcr ~ =-~~~~ 

ateplot4 cnoowmy~• 

(esr to use GPS 1\a"rig.atkwl 
Ganntl wl'lere2 .. PftS dear easy dr"er:1btlt: 

only 14.,JSCAO.'U'IIarent:ll~ 

1, C).wQIII,. ,..~,O#YfW'tWI'-~ 111D 
U::11( 

l"icll. .. 
TOROtiTO 1. 8 f'U.RSON 
aiRPORT· Y't"Z ~ 
~$AVC4 CA 
Mill ZSI'If 2'0\20900-'N 

Rlffurn:: 
,.,.. .. pel uplocU!fl 
Cltll 29tllt 2012C900A.U 

CHRYSlER 1ft ..... 

Kee;lyox~ufe 

f~CA.Ofrent.l'e..OD..Ii!l 

[0:; wom ~-... io3 -. ... 

I oss Damage Walwtr (t DW) 

Prtlllectsro-lft.Witdefr.a90dot~ 
25..15CAI»d.q~ 

Q H'fl/llf ~I'Wyourr.tft•t· 

~ Acddenllnswance (PAl) 

UnexPK!tcl~7~1tMN•I'I 
1,!9CA[I,'Uqrent .. ~ 

r oct sei'Yk:e option 

Wetetve4JOW"care<~~Qalol\~ 

60. Budget's representation set out at paragraph 59 (and 57) above is false or 

misleading in a material respect. It is not possible for a consumer to obtain 

options such a GPS navigation unit for $14.95, a child safety seat for $13, loss 

damage waiver for $25.95 per day, personal accident insurance for $7.99 per 

day or roadside safety assistance for $6.99. A consumer would instead have to 

pay a higher price because Budget requires consumers to pay additional Non

Optional Fees to obtain these options. 
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(iii) Example of False or Misleading Mobile Application Representations 

61. Budget displays prices on its mobile applications that are not attainable. For 

example, the following representation appeared on Budget's mobile application 

on or about 1 0 June 2014. Budget's representation conveys the general 

impression that it is possible for a consumer to rent a small to full size car for 

$50.00. 

Your Selection 

No Car Selected 

62. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is 

not possible for a consumer to rent a small to full size car for $50. A consumer 

would instead have to pay a higher price than Budget represents because 

Budget requires consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees. 
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63. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect for an 

additional reason. Budget's representation conveys the general impression that 

rental car companies are required to collect additional taxes and fees. 

Fees 
Concession Recovery 
Car Tax 
Fees 
Tire Management Fee 
Energy Recovery Fee 

Taxes 
Tax 

Estimated Total 
Modification to your rental 
may change this total 

75.37 CAD 

64. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect. Rental car 

companies are not required to collect additional taxes and fees from 

consumers. Budget rather chooses to charge consumers additional Non

Optional Fees to recoup part of its own cost of doing business. 
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65. Budget also displays prices for associated equipment and coverages on its 

mobile applications that are not attainable. For example, Budget's 

representation from on or about 3 December 2012 conveyed the general 

impression that it is possible for a consumer to rent a GPS navigation unit for 

$14.95 per day, or child safety seats for $13.00 per day. 

Infant 13.00 CAD/day 

Safety 13.00 CAD/day 

Booster 13.00 CAD/day 

66. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is 

not possible for a consumer to rent a GPS navigation unit for $14.95 per day or 

a child safety seat for $13.00 per day. A consumer would instead have to pay 

higher prices than Budget represents because Budget requires consumers to 

pay additional Non-Optional Fees to rent these products. 
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(iv) Example of False or Misleading Television Commercial 

67. Budget makes price representations in its television commercials that are not 

attainable. For example, between March and April 2012, a Budget commercial 

aired 2,473 times on over 30 different Canadian television channels promoting 

vehicle rentals for $19 per weekend day. Budget's representation conveyed the 

general impression that cars were available for $19 per weekend day. 

68. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is 

not possible for a consumer to rent a vehicle for $19 per weekend day. A 

consumer would instead have to pay a higher price than Budget represents 

because Budget requires consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees. 

(v) Example of False or Misleading Oral Representations 

69. Budget orally represents prices that are not attainable. For example, in June 

2011, the following on-hold script ran across all Canadian Budget locations. 

The representation conveys the general impression that it is possible for a 

consumer to rent a Chrysler 300 for only $57 per day: 

The NEW Chrysler 300 has arrived! The Chrysler 300 is 
available to rent at Budget for only $57 per day. Applicable BCD 
number must be quoted. Ask your Budget representative for more 
details. [Emphasis added] 

70. Budget's representation is false or misleading in a material respect because it is 

not possible for a consumer to rent the Chrysler 300 for only $57 per day. A 

consumer would instead have to pay a higher price than Budget represents 

because Budget requires consumers to pay additional Non-Optional Fees. 

(vi) Example of False or Misleading Customer Service Scripts 

71. Budget makes representations to its customers who seek an explanation of 

their total rental charges. In form emails sent to its customers, Budget 

represents that the government and other authorized agencies mandate all 
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rental companies, including Budget, to collect Non-Optional Fees from 

customers. Budget states: 

Please be aware that in addition to the base car rental rate 
customers are required to pay taxes, surcharges, and other 
rental related fees, which are mandated by the government 
and other authorized agencies. All rental companies, 
including Budget, must collect them in order to continue to 
provide the appropriate services to our customers. [Emphasis 
added] 

72. Budget's representations are false or misleading in a material respect. 

Governments and other authorized agencies do not mandate all rental 

companies, including Budget, to collect all Non-Optional Fees from their 

customers. Budget instead chooses to impose these Non-Optional Fees on its 

consumers to recoup part of its own cost of doing business. 

V. Aggravating Factors 

73. The Respondents have made, and continue to make, the foregoing false or 

misleading representations to the public for the purpose of promoting their 

passenger vehicle rentals, their associated products and their business 

interests more generally. Avis and Budget have collected and continue to 

collect millions of dollars a year by imposing the Non-Optional Fees on 

consumers who rent passenger vehicles and associated products from them. 

74. Pursuant to section 74.1(5) of the Act, the deceptive conduct described herein 

is aggravated by the following: 

a. the national reach of the Respondents' conduct; 

b. the Respondents have made the same or similar representations 

frequently and over an extended period of time; 

c. the Respondents' false or misleading representations, described herein, 

are material; 
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d. self-correction being unlikely to remedy adequately or at all the 

Respondents' conduct; 

e. the Respondents have collected more than $35 million in Non-Optional 

Fees from their customers who have rented a passenger vehicle for use in 

Canada through the Respondents' websites and mobile applications since 

12 March 2009; and 

f . the Respondents are one of the largest rental car companies carrying on 

business in Canada. 

VI. Relief Sought 

75. The Commissioner claims the relief set out in paragraph 1. 

VII. Procedural Matters 

76. The Commissioner requests that this proceeding be conducted in the English 

language. 

77. The Commissioner requests that this application be heard in the City of Ottawa. 

78. For the purposes of this application, service of all documents on the 

Commissioner may be effected on: 

DATED AT Gatineau, Quebec this 10th day of March 2015 . 

John Pecman 
Commissioner of Competition 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CANADA 
Competition Bureau Legal Services 
Place du Portage, Phase 1 
50 Victoria Street, 22nd Floor 
Gatineau, QC K1A OC9 

Derek Leschinsky (LSUC: 48095T) 
Tel: (819) 956-2842 
Fax: (819)953-9267 

Antonio Di Domenico (LSUC: 52508V) 
Tel: (819) 997-2837 
Fax: (819) 953-9267 

Lawyers for the Commissioner of Competition 

TO: NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP 
Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower, Suite 3800 
200 Bay Street, P.O. Box 84 
Toronto, ON M5J 2Z4 

D. Michael Brown 
Tel: (416) 216-3962 
Fax: (416)216-3930 

Kevin Ackhurst 
Tel: (416) 216-3993 
Fax: (416) 216-3930 

AND TO: The Registrar 
Competition Tribunal 
Thomas D'Arcy McGee Building 
90 Sparks Street, Suite 600 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1P 584 
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	1 An Order under Rules 221(1)(a) and (f) of the Federal Courts Rules, SOR/98-106, striking out the April 29, 2015 Amended Notice of Application (Notice of Application) by the Commissioner of Competition (Commissioner) as against the Respondents Avis B...
	2 In the alternative, an Order under Rule 181(2) of the Federal Courts Rules that the Commissioner serve and file further and better particulars of the allegation at paragraph 11 of the Notice of Application that the US Respondents, as parent companie...
	3 An Order extending the time for the Respondents to serve and file their response to the Application;
	4 The costs of this motion; and
	5 Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and the Tribunal may permit.
	No Basis for Order Sought
	1 In the Application, the Commissioner seeks an Order under section 74.1 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended (the Act), against each of the US Respondents and each of the Canadian Respondents, including, inter alia:
	(a) a declaration that each of the US Respondents is engaging in or has engaged in reviewable conduct contrary to paragraph 74.01(1)(a), section 74.05, and subsections 74.011(1) and (2) of the Act;
	(b) an Order requiring the US Respondents, collectively, to pay an administrative monetary penalty in the amount of $10,000,000; and
	(c) an Order requiring the US Respondents and the Canadian Respondents to jointly and severally reimburse current and former customers an amount reflective of, but not to exceed, revenue collected and retained in association with, or resulting from, t...

	2 There is no basis for the Tribunal to grant the Orders sought against either of the US Respondents.
	No Cause of Action
	3 The Notice of Application discloses no reasonable cause of action against the US Respondents. It is plain and obvious that the Application as against the US Respondents cannot succeed.
	4 The Notice of Application describes ABG as a publicly-traded company incorporated pursuant to the laws of Delaware and headquartered in New Jersey, USA. ABG is described as a parent company of ABCR and the Canadian Respondents.
	5 The Notice of Application describes ABCR as existing under the laws of Delaware and refers to it as a subsidiary of ABG and a parent company of the Canadian Respondents.
	6 Notwithstanding that the Commissioner seeks the maximum allowable administrative monetary penalty and other relief against the US Respondents, the Commissioner fails to allege any specific conduct on the part of the US Respondents in relation to the...
	7 The only claim made specifically against the US Respondents is that, as the parent companies of the Canadian Respondents, they “planned and directed” the conduct of  their indirect subsidiaries.
	8 No facts are pleaded in support of the vague and conclusory statement that the US Respondents “planned” or “directed”, or were “essential to the making of”, any of the alleged misrepresentations. As such, the pleading as against the US Respondents i...
	9 ABG, ABCR, Avis Canada and Budget Canada are all legally separate entities. In seeking to impose a penalty against the US Respondents for the alleged improper conduct of the Canadian Respondents, the Commissioner seeks to pierce the corporate veil b...
	10 The Notice of Application further fails to disclose a basis upon which the US Respondents can be held liable for a breach of section 74.05 of the Act. Specifically, the Commissioner has not pleaded that either of the US Respondents supplied any pro...
	No Jurisdiction
	11 The US Respondents are incorporated and located in a foreign country. The Notice of Application does not plead that the US Respondents ever carried on business in Canada or engaged in any activity in Canada.
	12 The Notice of Application does not set out any basis on which the Act may be enforced extraterritorially against the US Respondents. In particular, the pleading does not set out any facts that would give rise to a real and substantial connection be...
	13 Based on the facts pleaded, the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to grant the Orders sought as against the US Respondents.
	Abuse of Process
	14 On October 19, 2012, the Commissioner commenced an inquiry under section 10 of the Act into the marketing practices of the Canadian Respondents, and specifically into whether those marketing practices were contrary to paragraph 74.01(1)(a) and subs...
	15 In furtherance of his inquiry, the Commissioner sought and obtained, on an ex parte basis, an Order under paragraphs 11(1)(b), 11(1)(c), and subsection 11(2) of the Act (the Section 11 Order) against the Canadian Respondents requiring the Canadian ...
	16 The Canadian Respondents complied with the Section 11 Order and produced to the Commissioner in excess of 7,400 records totalling more than 20,000 pages (the Section 11 Productions).
	17 In light of the Commissioner’s two-year inquiry into the matters at issue and the Commissioner’s receipt and review of the Section 11 Productions, the Commissioner’s bald and groundless pleading against the US Respondents, based solely on the vague...
	Alternative: Particulars
	18 In the alternative to striking out the Application as against the US Respondents, the Respondents seek an order under Rule 181(2) of the Federal Courts Rules that the Commissioner provide particulars of the conduct of the US Respondents relating to...
	19 Sections 8 and 8.1 of the Competition Tribunal Act.
	20 Rules 2(1), 5, 34(1), 36(2)(c) and 83 of the Competition Tribunal Rules.
	21 Rules 104(1)(a), 181(2) and 221(1) of the Federal Courts Rules.
	22 Such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and the Tribunal may permit.
	1 The Affidavit of Sojourner King, sworn May 6, 2015.
	2 Such further and other documents as counsel may advise and the Tribunal may admit.
	Affidavit_of_S__King_(Motion_to_Strike).pdf
	I, SOJOURNER KING, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY:
	1 I am e-Discovery Counsel at the law firm of Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, lawyers for the Respondents, and as such have knowledge of the matters to which I hereinafter depose, except as otherwise noted.  To the extent that I am informed by other...
	2 On October 19, 2012, the Commissioner of Competition (Commissioner) commenced an inquiry under section 10 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (Act) into the marketing practices of Aviscar Inc. and Budgetcar Inc./Budgetauto Inc. (collectivel...
	3 On September 20, 2013, the Commissioner filed an ex parte application in the Federal Court for an Order pursuant to paragraphs 11(1)(b), 11(1)(c) and subsection 11(2) of the Act requiring the Canadian Respondents to produce certain records, includin...
	4 On October 1, 2013 the Federal Court granted the Commissioner’s application and issued the Order (the Section 11 Order), a copy of which is attached to my affidavit as Exhibit “B”.
	5 The Canadian Respondents complied with the Section 11 Order and produced to the Commissioner in excess of 7,400 records totalling more than 20,000 pages, including records from their U.S. affiliate (the Section 11 Productions).
	6 On March 11, 2015, the Commissioner served a Notice of Application against each of the Canadian Respondents and ABG seeking an Order under section 74.1 of the Act including, inter alia:
	(a) a declaration that each of the Canadian Respondents and ABG is engaging in or has engaged in reviewable conduct contrary to paragraph 74.01(1)(a), section 74.05, and subsections 74.011(1) and (2) of the Act;
	(b) an Order requiring each of the Canadian Respondents and ABG to pay an administrative monetary penalty in the amount of $10,000,000 for a total of $30,000,000; and
	(c) an Order requiring the Canadian Respondents and ABG to jointly and severally reimburse current and former customers an amount reflective of, but not to exceed, revenue collected and retained in association with, or resulting from, the reviewable c...

	7 On April 24, 2015, ABG advised the Commissioner that it is a holding company that owns subsidiaries that carry on the rental car business, and that it has and had no records that are responsive to the Section 11 Order. ABG advised that the Section 1...
	8 On April 29, 2015, the Commissioner served an Amended Notice of Application adding Avis Budget Car Rental, LLC as a respondent to the Application.
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